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Sidney Lions and Victoria’s Reg 
Midgley are combining to bring the 
first ever major sporting event to 
Sidney — world class lacrosse bet­
ween the 1980 champions, Coquitlam 
Adanacs, and Victoria Shamrocks. 
The Adanacs, just returned from an 
Australian tour, meet the Shamrocks 
at 3:45 p.m. Sunday at Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
It was Midgley’s idea. The 
president of Victoria Shamrocks 
Lacrosse Club said Friday it was 
“fortunate Coquitlam agreed’’ to the 
major team event.
“It’s a real community deal,’’ he 
said. “Panorama has a minor 
lacrosse program but the kids never 
get a chance to see a senior lacrosse 
game.”
The sponsors are hoping to sell 
between 1,000 and 1,500 tickets at 
$2.50 each (free passes for children 
under 12 years) and Sidney Lions are 
blitzing local merchants to sell 
tickets.
Victoria Shamrocks will have 
several new faces in the line-up at 
Panorama, including former New 
Westminster scoring star Jack 
Fulton, who sat out last season. 
Fulton scored 35 goals and had 38 
assists for the Salmonbellies in 1979.
Perennial all-star goalkeeper Larry 
Smeltzer is returning to his home in 
Fergis, Ont., arid five candidates are 
seeking his position, among them 
three locals —Mike Duch, A1 Radley 
and Jimmy Fisher. Joel McCrea is 
back as coach and most prominent of 
returnees are all-stars Kevin 
Alexander; Jim Lynchi- and Larry 
..-■Bell.V^;'
; Lions are putting up medals for the 
game — something they hope will be 
an annual event.
Both teams, executives. Lions and 
friends are invited to a reception that 
follows the game at 6 p.m. Sidney 
Travelodge.
Provincial highways ministry last 
week announced plans to install a 
traffic light at the intersection of Pat 
Bay Highway and Tryon Road — but 
North Saanich council isn’t happy 
with the move.
“We asked them to correct a bad 
situation and this is the best they 
could cotnc up with. This is terrible,” 
said Aid. Harold Parrott. He said the 
light would make the traffic problem 
worse by forcing cars diseriibarking 
from the ferries to back up all the 
way to the loading ramps.
Aid. Jirn Cumming agreed, and 
said the H.C. Ferry Carp, has said it 
opposes any light at the corner 
because it will block traffic. Cunr- 
tnitig said he will raise the issue at the 
next tnecting of the Joint higliway 
cotnmitiee.
Highways said the light will cost 
$.).3,tXK), of which North Saanich 
would pay half. If is set to go into 
place later this summer.
Tiny ballerinas step tentatively into the spotlight during rehearsal for Brentwood elemen­
tary's Cinderella. Play goes tonight [Wednesday] and Thursday at 7 p.m. Ron Norman Photo
North Saatiich volunteer firemen 
Motrday blasted council for its 
handlitig of the proposed south end 
satellite fire hall, charging council 
has failed to make residetits aware of 
a special reserve fund set up 
especially for the new hall.
Nearly 20 firemet) packed cuuticil 
chatnbers to hear Gary Wiltoti, 
North Saanich Firemen’s Association 
president, tell A’ouncil the special 
fund was estaltf.shcd in 197.3 and 
contains more than $100,000 for the 
itewhall.
“Nowhere has council made public 
the existence of this ftmd, nor has it 
retracted misleading press statements
fire hall.” Wilton said,
“We believe (he people of Noiih 
Saanich are being misled and have a 
right to know about this fttnd so they
can evaluate the true financial impact 
of the new satellite fire hall.”
Wilton also said firemen arc 
“strongly opposed to a reduction of 
750 square feet from the proposed 
satellite hall.” Council in February 
agreed to drop 750 square feet from 
ibc pioposcd ball as a cost-cutting 
measure. ,,
But Wilton said, “We feel we are 
in a qualified position to design a 
satellite hall that will best serve the 
needs oi' the community. To cut 750 
square feel from our plans Is 
foolhardy and will not be cost ef­
fective.”
He said the reason for the new hall 
is to cut response time from the Wain 
Road hall. By cutting 750 square feel 
from the training facilities, south end 
firemen will have to go to Wain Road 
Itali to (rain -- “leaving the Dean
Park area virtually unprotected. 
You’ve just defeated the purpose of 
the satellite hall,” he said.
Wilton stressed that since none of 
the liremen live in the south end, “we 
have no particular personal interest 
in the satellite hall, aside from being 
concerned with adequate fire 
protection for our fellow man and 
our concern as taxpayers that council 
is acting in a cost effective manner.”
Mayor Eric Sherwood suggested 
the fire hall plans go back to the fire 
committee for another look. He said 
originally he backed the reduced hall, 
but since speaking with firemen at a 
meeting last week, has changed his 
mind.
Fire committee chairman Aid, 
Harold Parrott agreed, ''We have to 
rcali/e that in tills diiy and age
Conllmied on I*nge3
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
A proposal by Victoria school 
trustee John Young to convert 
Gillain Manor into an exclusive 
private school has been en­
thusiastically endorsed by North 
Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood.
“I think it will be a good thing for 
the municipality,” Sherwood said 
Friday. “It will bring a fair amount 
of worldwide recognition.”
Sherwood, Aid. Jim Cumming and 
clerk Ted Fairs met with Young, one 
of his backers, and an architect 
Thursday afternoon to discuss the 
proposal — and Sherwood came 
away impressed.
“This school will be for kids from 
all over the world. It’ll be something 
like a rninor Pearson College.”
Sherwood said plans aren’t firm 
yet, but Young wants to purchase all 
20 acres on which the former alcohol 
and drug rehabilitation centre now 
sits.
Plans are for the land to be 
developed for school purposes, 
including recreational activities. 
However, Sherwood said the school 
wouldn’t duplicate facilities already 
available within the municipality.
Some 200-250 students wiU attend 
grades 10, 11 and 12 and board full 
time at the school. In addition, about 
20 “quality’’ teachers will be hired,
- Sherwood said. '
, The teachers vill live in their own 
homes on the penirisula, Sherwood: 
explained — discounting any 
possibility residences would be built 
on the Mount Newton property.
Sherwood said further details are 
still unclear because“they still have 
to get it off the ground.”
The property would have to be 
rezoned, Sherwood noted, and that 
would mean creating another zoning 
category because the municipality 
doesn’t have a zoning classification 
for private schools.
Council would be required to first 
approve the concept before going to 




The proposed south end satellite 
fire hall for North Saanich will cost 
approximately $250,000, Fire 
Committee chairman .Md. Harold 
Parrott told council Monday.
Parrott said a recent cost analysis 
shows the iMiilcling will be $151,000, 
the fully equipped fire truck another 
$70,(X)0, and other equipment 
another $30,000.
“These prices arc firm for 30 
days,” Parrott cautioned, and said if 
council feels costs must be cut, ex­
penses for the truck and equipment 
could be trimmed.
Mayor Eric Sherwood said later 
council has a total of some $200,000 
in reserve funds for the new hall and 
ctiuipment. Funds for the hall are 
nearly $125,000, while funds for the 
now truck total nearly $75,t)t)0.
John Young
However, he doesn’t anticipate 
any opposition from council. “1 
would think it (council) would be 
favorable. . . otherwise what do you 
have up there? A white elephant — 
an empty building.”,
Sherwood called the private school 
“good clean industry. I think it’s a 
good use for that building. It’s 
something the public would em­
brace.’’" ■'
One obstacle to the conversion 
might be sewage disposal. But: 
Sherwopd said,“That’s :upj to the. 
health authorities to determine.” The 
Vpropertyyhas rhSsufficient; supply iofi: 
water from three wells and a 
reservoir.
Youhg’sproposalistheseicbnd; 
since the centre shut its doors Jan. 1. 
A special task force on long term care 
sugge.sted last month Gillain be used 
to take the pressure off Victoria 
General and Jubilee hospitals.
The centre closed after the non­
profit Gillain Foundation was unable 
to keep it operating.
North Saanich ratepayers will not 
be faced with a huge municipal tax 
increase this year despite plans for a 
new fire hall and library, Mayor Eric 
Sherwood said this week.
Sherwood blamed “rhetoric” and 
“gobblcdegook” for misinforming 
and alarming taxpayers about the 
c(tsts for the new fire hall and library.
“Let’s clear this up. People won’t 
be heavily taxed,” he said. “The 
provisional budget seemed to 
represent a heavy increase in taxes, 
but it vyon’t. It’s nowhere near a 
reflection of what the budget will 
be.” ■■■■■■'
Council Jtm. 19 adopted a 
provisional budget calling for a 79 
per cent increase over the 1980 
budget. Included in the total figure 
was $250,0(X) for a new fire hull.
But Sherwood says now the 
$250,(X)0 will not be necessary 





Finance Minister Hugh Curtis has 
gone 1,0 bat for the Sidney Teen 
Activity Group (STAG) >- the seven- 
year-old orgiini/aiion tliai looks (un 
for youngsters in irotible and which 
is now threatened with closure.
STAG co-ordinator Camille
Martin who has been with the
group since its startup —• has been 
told by Ivan Caiifion, director ol 
human resources on Bknkinsop 
Road, that he has recommended 
aguiii'J further funding for f.n'AG,
And if his recommendation is 
accepted by Human Resources
Miniiiter Grace McCarthy : tu'd that 
was likely, Mart'in s.ud I'riday
“that’s the whole program down the 
tube,”
It was a blow, a bombshell, and 
there had been no warning, Martin 
saiil.
But a spokesman from Curtis' 
office Monday said the finance 
ntinister was trying n> Itcip. “Tire 
minister supports STAG ali the way 
and he knows there’s broad support 
for litis group in the community,” 
s.iid Jim Guthrie, Curtis' executive 
assistant.
(Ytrlir ha': !iad dhcttr'iion': with 
McCarthy and has aiso written her a 
ictter, Guthrie said, asking for “any 
assistance she can give and Itow 
fuitding for ST,\G can be prescr-
ved.”
Carisoit told the Review his 
ticcision was made some two months 
ago and said community grants co- 
oKiinaior Denise Boseik “shared Itis 
concern” over renewing STAG’S 
grant. Boscik, he explained, couldn’t 
be contacted. Slie'.s moved away and 
lives in the Okanagan, Carlson said.
His basic concern he described as 
“tocussmg on youngsters most likely 
to become delinquent and those, 
coming into care wiilr bcliaviour and 
rrnoiinn'.il probli'm*:. Gurlcoti ••nirl lu* 
went over local siaiisiics, talked to 
human resources in Sidney, looked at 
tire Btuul fi'tld"Just riecided there 
wasn’t sufficient number rd’
youngsters in lltat category at ri.sk 
--to Justify tlic grant.’’
Carlson added STAG Irnd bcoorne 
an “expensive per capita program” 
— yon Itavo to reach the most with 
ilic limited funds wc have, Yoti hove 
to look at where you gel the most 
value for your money, Itc .said.
Carlson pointed out funds were 
limited lor community grants and 
said more oiganizufions are asking 
for money tltis year -- a'itltouglr he 
atlmiiied ilicic had been no cutbacks
in fiinflc rtv'rdlnblt* to •■;p«urt 
“It’s not a case of whcilier a group 
is deserving but where one
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maximises. Others (groups) may be 
more effective (than STAG),” 
Carlson said.
But in recommending discon­
tinuation of funding for the group, 
Carlson seems to stand alone.
Both Sidney and North Saanich 
councils support STAG, as well as 
Sidney RCMP, whose Sgt. Bob 
Hobson is a member of the group’s 
steering committee which also in­
cludes representatives from Saanich 
school district, Peninsula Recreation 
Commission and Sidney and North 
Saanich Community Hall 
Association.
Sidney probation officer Sue 
Langlois admits she would be af­
fected by STAG’S closure. ‘‘There’s 
hardly a day goes by when 1 don’t get 
in touch with Camille Martin to seek 
her help with youngsters I’ve been 
talking to.”
Maybe one needs a job, another 
wants to join STAG’S alcohol and 
drug program — the group’s 
clubhouse on Oakville Street, Sidney, 
is the big link in the chain when it 
comes to helping young people out.
Martin said Carlson would have 
made more sense if he’d said to her, 
“Look, I’ve got questions about 
your program, let’s get together and 
see if you can justify your position.”
‘‘But that’s not the way it’s been 
done. It was just an arbitrary 
decision.” Both Martin and Langlois 
believe it’s a case of Victoria 
bureaucrats making a decision 
without referring to the most im­
portant people involved, the ones 
who know, the ‘‘locals.”
If STAG closes July 1 — as it will 
if McCarthy accepts Carlson’s 
recommendation — what will it mean 
to the kids?
‘‘There’ll be a hell of a lot of kids 
back on the streets with nothing to 
do,” Martin said.
It means there are no resources for 
kids in trouble, or at risk, children 
who’ve run away from home or have 
been illtreated, youngsters who’ve 
opted out of school and need to get 
back. That’s when someone has to 
get out' there and fight for them, 
intercede between school and child or
parent and child.
STAG took that mediating
position, locating and advising
youngsters who’d disappeared, bfeing 
available for consultation with
parents, visiting schools, conferring 
with teachers.
The teengroup’s clubhouse 
provides a dropin centre, activities, 
gym, job placement, group outings 
— but the most important thing 
STAG supplies is support for 
unhappy youngsters who have
problems, and one-to-one coun­
selling.
‘‘Why are kids such a low 
priority?” exclaims Martin angrily.
‘‘If we only keep five out of jail ia 
one year — how much does that save 
the government?”
Martin said it costs $30,000 a year 
to keep a youngster in containment. 
‘‘We’re the only area that doesn’t 
have kids in containment. It says 
something for STAG. It must say 
something about our own 
housekeeping,” she argues.
Langlois says the unique group has 
been envied by youth care workers in 
Alberta where costs are enormous in 
maintaining programs for young 
people.
Last year STAG’S grant was 
$24,000, this year Martin’s budget 
for the next fiscal year was around 
$30,000, a sum she and Langlois 
describe as ‘‘zilch” when compared 
with the effectiveness of the 
program, one that other districts 
have used as a model.
Langlois is emphatic, ‘‘I’ve 
worked in many different areas but 
this is the best program I’ve ever 
seen. It is value for the dollars.”
Application for the annual grant 
has been an ongoing weary process 
for seven years. There’s always been 
a period of apprehension, Martin 
said, but somehow it always came 
through.
In those days, it was not so much 
whether it would come through but 
‘‘how much?” Martin explained.
Now, unless McCarthy comes 
across more than 200 teenagers will 
be — as Martin said — right back on 
the streets
North Saanich folk 
have an opportunity, to 
clear unwainted itenis 
from their yard or attic 
free : v_;. >w ^ The :
m u nici pal ity ’ s' :: ann u al; 
'April: i27;f . May' vTS- '
cleanup program.'
The pickup is not
intended for normal 
household garbage, 
burnable materials or 
garden refuse^ a 
municipal hall staff 
spokesman stresses.
Staff would like to 
know in advance about 
large, heavy items like
refrigerators. There’s a 
special pickup . for 
elderly or inform 
residents which can be 
arranged by calling the 
municipal hall at 656- 
'3918,;.^: v:





By MICHELLE SCOTT 
Central Saanich council has received a letter 
from the North and South Saanich Agricultural 
Society advising it that directors are not able to 
support council’s plan for the proposed Saanich 
Pioneer Village development theme. They feel the 
society’s prime aim is the promotion of 
agriculture.
Council expressed disappointment at the news, 
particularly as the concept shows the fairgrounds 
could be involved without changing any of the 
society’s buildings. One alderman questioned 
whether the municipality should ‘‘just drop the 
whole idea” or give suport to buildings like the 
Prairie Inn.
Mayor Dave Hill said he was disappointed. 
Although it started out with enthusiasm, the 
project is ‘‘losing its endeavor and drive,” he 
said.
Aid. George McFarlane, chairman of the 
subdivision and zoning committee, said 
developers are not prepared to go along with the 
project but present commercial residents are, and 
‘‘people that are already there deserve our 
support”.
The matter was referred to subdivision and 
zoning committee.
In other council news:
*A 43-signature petition was presented to 
council asking for action on rough bumps on 
Lochside Drive, between Mount Newton Cross 
Road and James Island Road. The bumpy road 
surface is the result of excavations to service 
nearby housing construction residents say several 
complaints have been lodged about the situation 
and they feel repairs are long overdue, council 
• was told. Aid. Dick Sharpe, chairman of public 
works committe, said the contractor is in the 
process of having the curbing done, and when 
that is completed the paving problem should be 
rectified — within the next couple of weeks.
“Council turned down a request from land 
surveyor Michael Claxton to waive a setback 
requirement, after a misunderstanding resulted in 
a house foundation being positioned too close to 
the road. The front garage portion of a foun­
dation is 5.57 feet over the frontage setback. The 
house is one of several being built on Mount 
Newton Cross Road across from the municipal 
hall complex.
McFarlane explained there was ‘‘a very good 
reason for this setback.” He says that because of 
a special situation caused by the close proxiriiity 
of the police and fire hall, the extra setback is 
' needed. . ■, y.^
•Council also received a letter from R. and M. 
Welham, 8055 Arthur Drive, outlining problems 
in his neighbourhood attributed to lack of street 
lights. Several break-ins have occurred in the area * 
and the Welhams say it is also unsafe to walk the 
street. Council will ask for a report from the 
police chief. ^
^aystpre
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Where to tAk« your visitors & friends
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, MO Ardmore Dr. iitid 
WCNI Snnnieli Rond, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-lioltT, ideal for families. Dcnuiiful scenery 
aiul special twilight rntc.s for 9-hole game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue fncililie,s ~ 
swimming beach. Fltoiic656-46?4.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brcniwood Drive, 
llrenlsviTod. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 llcacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
la The Cabaret every Friday and Saturdny night, 
9:00 p.ni, to 2:00 a.m,, Itock & Roll & Country 
Music.
I'cauiring in ihe lounge, Margo .Simpson, Female 
Vocalisi, H;00p.in. 10 niidnighl.
THE MARINEILS’ MUSEUM ~ A must to sec 
'.vlicii ill Sidney ' an Ouisianding MaiiliineTiAV! 
Nauilcal Collection — located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevan. Rhone 656-6633.
Hours: Dally 10 a.in. to 4 p.m, Sundays 1 to 4 p.m, 
Closed Tuc.sday and Wednesday.
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“Reserve funds specifically in­
tended for a satellite fire hall and 
equipment in the southern area of 
North Saanich presently amount to 
almost $200,000,” Sherwood pointed 
out.
“These funds have been supplied 
by past and present taxpayers for this 
function. The timing is correct to use 
them now. No huge expense to our 
taxpayers will be occasioned in this 
regard.”
He said it has been the objective of 
successive councils — “going back to 
the Wilson-Cumming -Campstone 
days” — to provide for meeting all 
expenses and creating adequate 
reserves for future known com­
mitments.
Besides the fire hall fund, council 
also has nearly $400,000 in the New 
Works Reserve fund and another 
$80,000 in the parks acquisition- 
development fund.
“It appears timely to transfer some 
of these funds towards the cost of the 
new library. No great expense to our 
taxpayers is anticipated here either,” 
Sherwood said.
Sherwood said there was some 
concern by council about the costs 
for the new projects. “We really 
didn’t recognize what we had in our 
reserves and what they were for.”
Sherwood said overtaxation to 
build large reserves is contrary to 
council policy. “Our concern is to get 
the best value for the money. We 
intend to achieve this without large 
increases in taxes.”
Firemen rap coimcil
Continued from Page 1
firemen are still the only professional 
organization that is still making 
house calls.”
Parrott also said that by wasting 
two months debating the new hall 
plans costs have risen 30 per cent. 
“The longer we delay the more costly 
it’s going to be.”
Parrott said council has 60 days to 
act — 30 days to call for tenders and 
another 30 days to select a con­
tractor. “If we can’t act in that time 
. . . then 1 feel we are going to be in 
financial trouble again.”
But Aid. Jay Rangel said a cost
analysis had not been presented and 
he still doesn’t know how much the 
new hall will cost compared to 
continuing to use Sidney firemen.
That sparked Aid. Alan Cornford, 
another fire committee member, to 
point out a cost estimate was 
prepared more than five weeks ago 
and sent to all aldermen. With 
$100,000 in the reserve fund, cost of 
the new building would amount to 
$33.86 per person this year, he said.
Cornford added that houses in the 
Dean Park area cost between 
$150,000 and $200,000 and a single 






council voted Monday 
night to consider a draft 
Bylaw aimed at con­
trolling the development 
of panhandle lots. The 
bylaw will require such 
lots to have 33'A per 
cent larger land area 
than the minimum 
required for a standard 
lot.
Municipal Devel­
opment officer Gay 
Wheeler says the bylaw 
will provide more 
adequate siting of lots 
and basically better 
overall planning for 
infilling areas such as 
Brentwood.
Aid. George
McFarlane says the 
proposed bylaw is 
necessary “because of 
the rash of panhandle 
lots coming in which is 
causing some concern”. 
Wheeler also said 
panhandling “is tending 
to overcrowd” sub­
divisions, and warns that 
the square footage has to 
be adhered to.
North Saanich Overpasses fit
into later planStill hesitant 
over library
A new North Saanich-Sidney library moved a 
step closer Monday when North Saanich council 
agreed to ask the joint library committee to hire a 
quantity surveyor to cost out recently submitted 
architect’s drawings.
Sidney council approved the drawings March 
25, but North Saanich was hesitant to give the go- 
ahead to the plans.
“We can’t approve or disapprove the plans 
because we don’t know what it wiU cost North 
Saanich,” said Aid. Jim Cumming.
Cumming said the architects estimated the 
7,250 square foot building would cost $420,000 at 
$58 a square foot. But he said no one could tell 
the true cost until a proper estimate had been 
completed .y \
Cumming, who represented North Saanich at a 
recent joint library committee meeting, said the 
total cost could reach as high as $520,000, in­
cluding landscaping, paving, sidewalks and other 
additional costs. The $420,000 figure only in­
cludes the building, he explained.
North Saanich’s total would amount to 
$173,333 if the provincial government agrees to 
pick up one-third the cost, Cumming noted.
He also drew into question who would operate 
the library once it is built. A sponsoring body has 
to be e,stablished, he said. “There has to be 
decisions made other than the immediate 
structure.”
Aid. Jay Rangel called the plans a “Taj 
Mahal” and said he isn’t satisfied all alternative 
proposals have been studied. He said Keyward 
Industries of North Saanich will be coming 
forward later this week with estimates for a steel 
structure.
If Keyward Industries can equal the standard of 
the architectural drawings at a lesser cost “we’d 
be reprehensible if wc didn’t do it,” Rangel said.
He added if the overall cost of a steel structure 
isn’t a “great financial advantage”, he will 
abandon the idea.
But Aid. Harold Parrott said he’s concerned 
about the inside of the .steel structure. “Once you 
get inside those steel doors you're inside a 
warehouse ... 1 think what wc want is a library 
we’re going to be proud of,”
Aid. Edgar Farthing suggested council 
straighten out present operating costs before 
approving anything.
Me said North Saanich pays 60 per cent of 
operating costs al the present library and has 
wailed II months to work out a fairer 
arrangement with Sidney.
Farthing also suggested the present library, 
might be expanded now ilini the interchange at 
Beacon Avenue and Pat Bay Highway will not cut 
across the back part of the building.
Bui Aid. Alan Cornford said he doesn’t want 
to sacrifice $20,000 or $30,(X)0 “to build a box 
when we will have this for .30 years,’’
Cornford said the cost to North Saanich 
rcsidenis would amount to $70 for this year only 
for each resident.
Central Saanich police chief Bob Miles believes 
a fully controlled intersection with signals will 
serve a better purpose than a pedestrian overpass 
at the intersection of Keating Cross Road and 
Central Saanich Road.
In a letter to Central Saanich council Miles 
wrote it seemed “unreasonable to put an overpass 
across Keating without putting one over Central 
Sanich Road to keep pedestrians out of the path 
of vehicles turning off Keating Cross Road.”
Miles suggested an overpass erected “at this 
time” might jeopardize future changes in the 
traffic pattern and noted a “close look be taken at 
any request for overpasses until such time as a full 
plan is finalized in regard to traffic routing.” ■
Council referred the letter Monday night to 
public works committee. ,
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
From
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SANDALS - PUMPS
Town Square Shoes 
2475 Beacon 656-7331
Winner of
The Lion's Club 400












ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
ON CFAX RADIO 1070
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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9S31 Twd Si'eei P.O. 3c/. 2C70 VSl 3SS. ’ '
Te t8i>hooe: 65&-1151
Eoy>'^At Ulcni Pnyie. 56S-o^0'7
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S20.00 p«r yeax to aJt Foxeigh Countries 
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U-e-ir^xf o' B.C O?rso-'y. 
Cari&C’̂ t Ives'*-.'/ .V'eAScaor-fs P.sssc'.eiC'-: 
Wemoex Class P
Pa^e Wednesday, Aprils, 1981
Keep STAG 
ontrack
We’re disturbed to hear human 
resources director Ivan Carlson has 
recommended against further funding 
for STAG. This organization led by 
dedicated co-ordinator Camille .Martin 
has been operating for seven years and 
during that time we wouldn’t like to even 
guess at the number of youngsters 
who’ve been helped, straightened out, 
taken up their schooling again or been 
reunited with their parents — even saved 
from jail—by this fine organization.
And we’re not being sentimental or 
softhearted about youngsters. No doubt 
there’s a few incorrigibles among them, 
young people who wiir continue to 
choose trouble no matter how much 
they’re helped. But it’s only com- 
monsense to take care of teenagers who, 
unhappily, find themselves at odds wiih 
the community, opt out of school, run 
away from home or get involved wdih 
drugs and alcohol. 'Fhe only sensible 
solution is to use pres'entative measures, 
to fry;— as STAG does — to keep 
youngsters ibut of trouble by involving 
ft hem i n activi ties and ^ ptoyi ding;gen ui ne 
caring suppon Nvith ;. its counselling;: 
service when they do fail by the wayside.;.
.With STAG, it’s not a case of “we 
can’t afford” this program but rather; 
than we cannot afford to pass it up.
It’s ironic Carlson should give as his 
reason for recommending against 
funding that there were insufficient 
numbers of youngsters here “at risk” to 
justify the grant. Ironic, because surely 
this is due to the presence of STAG in 
the; community and closure of the 
organization would probably provide •— 
in a short space of time — an accelerated 
figure of those “at risk”.
It’s important to note that STAG has 
the support of this community — police, 
social workers, probation officers. 
North Saanich and Sidney councils (both 
provide small grants to STAG each 
year). Why, we wonder, did Carlson not 
canva.ss such opinion in the community 
before making his recommendation?
Personal support for this teen group 
also comes from Hugh Curtis, finance 
minister and ,MLA Saanich and the 
Islands. He has asked Human Resources 
Minister Grace McCarthy for help in 
maintaining funding and, hopefully, she 
will be able herself to assess the value of 
this program.
Sagging Central Saanich barn commands spectacular view of Georgia Strait and 
Gulf Islands.
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Donh build in haste
Resiraini, resi.'-aini, a.nd more ./esirainc must be 
she ’.va!chv.ard in 1981 for ai! cou.nciis v.hen 
considering ever-increasing opcraiing and capital 
budgets.
The certain fate o; the proposed recreation 
referendum should alert a!! elected officials to the 
-'■evolt-mtnded .mood of the electorate.
Those .sitting members suffering fsom linear 
ihinki.ng and imbued '.vlth the “ediface compie.x” 
plus the “bottomless public purse syndrome'’ 
should closely consider the one and only source of 
all funds when reacting to any e.xpendliure 
proposal. .
Justificaiion {in some cases) for high capital 
expenditures by implying that the use of reserx'e 
funds is sorneho'.’.' more acceptable than in­
creasing the current mi! rate to co'.er ill- 
considered proposals is unacceptable and 
misleading,
Eieyond doubt if tne 1981 mill rate v.'as required 
to suffer an increase of four mills or more lo 
cover the construction costs of a new library 
{.from the North Saanich perspective) it would be 
subject to jmensive aidermanic scrutiny and 
;,possifaiy.^i^raLpiiblicinput... ;. , i / f
C; , ioo^,;Oft^ ■ appointed; committees' and' 
;c6mfhlS^pns''''"afe • rhesmerized by pretty ar- 
chiteciural renderings and get caught up in the 
; clichefridden' rheioric epitomized ;by; suchTnahec 
mutierings as “pushing ahead” and “lets get the 
job done” V,hen in fact sober reflection sho’uld be 
the order of the day. ; .
; Let us look at ?J! proposed expenditures from 
the viewpoint, of the effect upon the; taxpayer 
amongst us least able to afford the e'.'er increasing 
costs of owning a home.
well constructed new library building svili be 
an ascset to both communities but let us not build 
in such haste that we erect a “monument to 
foolishness.’'




Your preview of the highly confidential, top 
'ecret-;or-insider-cye'--cr!5v traffic study nnally 
emerges — complete with the town clerk's stamp 
of “fait accompli." He and the unnamed experts 
know whats best for Sidney, so there you are boys 
and girh.
Cars three abreast sehizzing down Bevan to the 
east — then iwo abreast lor a iitiie sshiie — then 
three abreast again, (little squeeze there •— experts 
at work). Round the tossn we go ■— three abreast 
up ilcaci'i'i .i(.i ,u<e .sv'l and a la'll gf[av.as on to 
the Pat Bay Highway.
One should be able to make the oval in about 
*,K,) '.econdi ■-- hrilev'.. any unfortunate pedcstritm 
-lioulti get m ilic '.‘.ay. ..VnU theri therc'i ttw 
trussing link;  the top end of Beacon to the
curtt’.- ."-easoris'.vest — tnai s top secret sun - 
no doubt.
The town clerk rnust have something on his 
mind there to k.eep it under ’.’.raps. Probably a 
quadruple, twice O'ver and under ci-overieaf 
flyover that wil! take up four acres '.siih a cost 
that vsould otherwise finance the rebuilding of 
most of downtown Sidney.
Really council, we can surely do better than 
this. ’sVhai about merchants who can just struggle 
no'w and would be seriously ha.mpered by a 
fea'. ing town irafnc flow, the shoppers crying to 
step across three lanes of traffic, the lost parking 
with our unique angled parking gone — and 
nnally what about the people of Sidney who have 
to pay for it one way or another and live with it. 
By the way has a cosi/'oenefit analysis been done?
\k’e have som.ething unique here now — people 
can walk and d.nve in relative safety but we won’t 
do it 'with an expressway through the town.
.As a businessman and resident ! would caii on 
every citizen and merchant in this town to heartily 
prote-si this high-handed and ill-conceived plan. 
ITl concede some parking is needed but beyond 





The more 1 see of people, the mqre? 1 like 
animals. That is an old saying but 1 am afraid that 
at.times it does seem to 'oe true, and 1 li.st the 
following as an example. ;
This last Tbursday as l .wa,s driving into Sidney 
1 was worried to see .a mother goat and her babies 
happily grazing beside the busy highway near 
McTavish. The kids had wandered right on to the 
side of the road and 1 held my breath as a large 
tandem truck, frightened the little animals as it 
passed by,,
i '.sas relieved to t-ee a station '.vagon stop 
alongside, as i hoped they would at least get the 
animals up the bank and off the road, however 
my relief soon turned to amazement and also 
disgust a-s the driser got .out and proceeded to take 
pictures of the scene. When he was through he go: 
hack into his car and drove away, leaving 'he kids 
to 'he mercy of the highway.
I was trying to get back, to alert the owners'of 
trie ammais before they we.re hn, and 1 arrt ihank- 
lul to say i managed to do -o. but I cannot help 
btit wonder what the photographer wii! think as 
he looks at itis pictures, Will he wonder i!" his
.ubjCvis ute itili .ilciv, ,0 .si'i iic .;u>; ctijoy 
ph<.i!os regafdle.ss'?
Surely there is time in this world to use a tittle
■ IV -'i ( ' . t /■ ] t Ki G 1 .'t ■ »i,.. t si i ■* i's i * a '• -L i; i,' J i i / w <-, / ■ i
1 tiad seen one t;if ihove little animals hit when a 




«) YEAHS AGO; '
From ihe April ?, 1921, Avhc at The Htrvkw.
' Mr. Guy Walker, one of The rnosi reno’-vned 
pedestrians on the American continent, as a result 
of a wager with Mr. Gordon Findlay of .James' 
Island, hoofed it from Scott to Sidnej'in one hour 
and 20 rninuics, winning the event with 10 
minutes to spare. While Mr. Walker is only a 
young rnan of 75 years, this ssaU; is very 
creditable, although not up to his previous record 
stunt from Sidney to Victoria in a snow storm 
during 1916 when he did the 19 miie,s in six hours, 
Mr, Walker authort/ea the Review to publish a 
challenge to the world for anything from one mile 
to lO.CWJ, 'weight for age. and his sporting 
associates are witling to b,ack him from a nickel 
up to Hmillion. Anyone desirouvof uskirig up 
this challenge will kindly communidaie with the 
sporting editor of the Review,
YEARS AGO: ■
From the April 9. 1931, Hso* of The Uexifw
Jameson Motors Ltd, in Victoria was cellmg a 
new' 19.31 Studebaker Free Wheeling Si.x. for just 
SI,4,30, “Free Wheeling is the bigeesi ad-
.. .» . ft- '•*■:■■ '‘"'wt '•n . •■, -. <•
said the |idvcriisemfni in the Review.,
,Mf. and Mf.i, Jamc.s Rankin of Sidney Bakery
,'ixmt the■ weekend in Cotirienay, with .Mr. and' 
'sirs. .A. Hurik.in, going by rno'or. . ■
4fJ YEARS ago- '' ' .. '
From Ihe April 9, 1941 . issue of The Review ,
I nc iruiticr i.if cleaning up ikucon Avenue vs'a.s 
raided once Jigain at the monthly Sidney 
BU'.inev.men’s Associa'.ion niccuns, The 
u'crc'xry orqucTed to inivooew ,0';t kvcal road 
f'’>rcrn:!!i [rt rooertum whai Tep>, arc contemplated 
io keep tl'iC btiulcv ;,trd'' m proper •■nape.
The weekly rncrctitig of the sTtvil Frottetson 
CVimmitice for Sidney ?oo.k the form of an 
cvurnipation on ;hc vcric'" of Iccturifs dcHvcred by 
( ol, . I,ecAk'ri'Z!|f esn A.R.P. and anti-g.'O 
precrsitPoro..
■•.39 3 lAHS AGO; ■■
from the April 12, I9hl, isstie of The Review
' Once trxain Gaiiano h.av i'r,ine raverThe top in its 
Red (...TOSS Or’.ve, follow:!rig thtp 'p.ftcedtnt 
established owr she p,i,'.i' sr.e idanaefs fta,*c 
met the laryci 'ahead of.any other corntrsuriity as
■' H C t -■ " O- V ", - i . I , r,-'. e .. r'.-.
muniiy in the province had concluded ,us 
tolifcuons. Dircviing ihc cairtpi'iign shiv year was 
Mrs. A.i:.T.'e>0!.::, " '
20 YFAH.S AfJO:
From the April 11, KLSl, issue of The Review .
R'cese Sydney f^icklcv nnt (.usiy 'vtood hy 1,1^ 
gun's onthe que-siion of .remunerauon for 
councillorv of Centra) Saanich, h-ut i.e won over 
ik.e vouivci) to Ids owi'i '.lew .u Tue:'d,.iy ev'viiing’'-' 
■ rneytinu,. By a urumimouv vote, council supported 
the rnotion by cciuncilicir Ray I.arnnr,!. trutt nv.s 
'•.•nv.iner.'oion b'e aw;irdec:i 'hi'i vear.
for Ihe fust turn;, in ii'S ht-tory, the annual 
S,;;i,;iniCh fall exriibiuon will so-ver px-o day'i ikus 
Sattifda;.', Sept. ! .und .Mfmday. Sept. 3 
U.ahorDayi,
Ih YEARS AGO:
from ihf April?, 1971, hvup of 1 he Review.
B C. Hydro have finally '■sonfirrried what scime 
ki.-tve believed for ii !oru> rime —whslr mher 
rnonitipali'iits are moving ahead, North Saanich 
IS slowly sliding backward In a letter to council 
Hydro s..od a check, un revenue from the
M IS *V.' ii d t* H 4 tlk i S, t-* 34 V U k (*( Ut
ttficriy rcquircrnerils in Ixvih induviria.! and 
rf'wderuia! areas of the district. Ha':» North
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Dennis J. Paap, Pastor






3:00 a;m.. Communion 
11.;003.m. r '.“.Horning 
; •Prayer
.7:.iqp.rn. ; ‘ThePassion 
; . of our Lord'
■ Service
Thursdays
9:C«0 a.m.: Communion 
All VJeicomel 
Rev. David Fuller, Rector
Office: 556-5322 
•Fes.: 556-7669
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7:30 p.m. Good Friday. 
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5550 Hamsterly Rd. 
Sunday Services
10 a.m, 11 a.m. and 
7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m,
FO.Y L SPIVEY. Pastor
Independent fundamental
iOO'J fWjK'l
Ri'\. Iv.in Fuller 
652.21112 
f,lffin< (.52-4311 
') Io 12 nmin 
.Monday lo frid.iv
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
5,(wp..rn ' Satu'day
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Sidney now '^major trading area ’
An attack on Sidney council for 
its traffic study (see letter, page 4) 
has drawn a sharp response by 
Mayor Norma Sealey.
Of letter writer Bob Ward’s 
description of traffic “whizzing” 
down Beacon and making a “fast 
getaway”, Sealey says the “logic of 
such stupid statements just totally 
escape me.”
But for those who are alarmed or 
have been misled about' future 
routing, Sealey goes to some lengths 
to explain the traffic plan.
First, she points out “we must 
recognize Sidney as the major trading 
area for the northern peninsula” and 
says she is told “we are attracting 
more and more Victoria shoppers, 
some of whom are coming by bus.”
As the population grows and 
shopping potential increases the 
commercial core mast also grow to 
provide services, she explains.
She believes the new traffic plan 
will help orderly expansion of the 
commercial zone and provide in­
centive for general upgrading of the 
town.
The “carping criticism” that 
certain individuals didn’t have any 
chance TO provide input into the 
traffic study is “utter nonsense”, 
Sealey says.
“l am not aware of any particular 
credentials those particular critics 
hcildv that would qualify^ them as 
expertSjihdraffic planning,” she says.
And, she adds, there really are no 
alternatives. “The choice for council, 
has been quite simply “do it or not’’ 
and its decision has been that for the 
present and future good of the town 
it would proceed with the plan.”
Sealey says one criticism has been 
that the plan brings traffic into town 
on the “back street (Bevan). The
.mayor points out there has been a 
“fair amount” of development 
started on Bevan and argues it won’t 
remain a back street for long.
“Sidney may have been a one- 
street town in the past but it cannot 
continue to remain so,” she says. 
Some of Sidney’s newest and at­
tractive businesses are now locating 
on Bevan and Sealey hopes as more 
develop they may even have a 
“positive influence on some Beacon 
Avenue premises to spruce up.”
Routing was designed to do 
basically two things, she explains. To 
create a smooth flow.of traffic and to 
satisfy the town’s requirements for 
the future as well as the present.
“One might call it long range 
planning as opposed to crisis 
management.”
And .for those who wonder why 
traffic won’t enter on Beacon and 
exit on Bevan, Sealey says the ex­
planation is simple. “You don’t 
double traffic back on itself — that 
would create an unnecessarily dif­
ficult, if not impossible, intersection.
Traffic can’t enter on Beacon and 
exit on Sidney Avenue, Sealey says, 
because that routing would require - 
considerable property acquisition. As 
well, Sidney Avenue only extends as 
far as 2nd Street, whereas Bevan goes 
to 1 St Street and even Eastview.
And the mayor points out, “If the 
breakwater is to proceed as hoped, 
this routing gives best access to the 
waterfront.” ■
Any commercial expansion will 
likely be to the south in the future, as . 
commercial zoning is limited o,n the 
north side (most of it is already 
developed) and blends into higher 
density residential — not a good 
place for routing a main traffic
Christian 
Science Lecture
A Christian Science 
lecture to be given at 3 
p.m. Sunday at 
McPherson Playhouse is 
sponsored by the First 
Church of Christ, 
Scientist. The free one- 
Itoiir lecture features 
Beverly Bemis Mawks 
DeWindt of Los 
Angeles, who will talk 
about specific accounts 
of healing.
If you think it costs too much to fix 
your lawnmowor...
SEE ME FIRST
Before you trade it In.
SMALL MOTORS
LOW RATES -- FIRST CLASS SERVICE
TUNE UP SPECIAL - ‘aC*
10134 McDonald Pk. Rd. ckh
(Dench Bldg,)
thoroughfare, Sealey says.
Why not leave traffic the way it is 
on Beacon? As the town grows and 
traffic increases we cannot continue 
to route traffic through the roun­
dabout at the museum, the mayor 
says.
Sealey says the main purpose of 
the street diagram recently rclea.sed 
was to deal with the flow of traffic. 
Some areas were indicated where 
parking could be provided but these 
arc not necessarily final or the only 
parking, she explains.
“It is the intent of council to 
provide as much parking as possible 
while at the same time providing at 
least two lanes for morning traffic. 
Although not yet finalized, one 
possibility being considered for 
Beacon Avenue may cut down on 
lanes of morning traffic but would 
include widening sidewalks to create 
a mall-like atmosphere — an ex­
pansion of the original beautification 
plan.
Criticism that the traffic plan was 
“top secret” exasperates the mayor. 
“There are two areas that council 
deals with in-camera personnel 
matters and land acquisition. .
“Municipal governmcni is big 
business and must be run in a 
businesslike manner. It is naive 
nonsense to suggest that council 
publicly negotiate for land.
“As an elected official 1 believe 
council has a responsibility to get the 
best deal possible for the com­
munity’s taxpayers.”
Sealey said before council con­
tracted for the traffic study it had 
stated publicly that the reason was to 
solve traffic congestion problems 
occurring in the town at an ever- 
increasing rate. It was hoped, she 
added, that a .solution could be found 
before the problem reaehed a crisis 
situation.
The study included evaluation of 
traffic flows, travel pattern tind 
numerous other factors. Any 
suggestion that alternatives have not 
been considered is patent nonsense, 
Sealey .says.
Rather than speculate ourselves 
what might w'ork, 'council used 
professional traffic consultants, 
Sealey says. Consultants were DEL 





The 1st Pender Island 
Wolf Cub Pack is un­
derway, thanks to 
cub master Frank 
Mackenzie, formerly of 
London, Ontario. 
Mckenzie moved to the 
island in January and 
was amazedtto discover 
there was no scouting or 
cubbing group in action.
The new Pender 
Island resident moved 
quickly. After nine days 
he was appointed to the 
board of directors for 
the island’s sports 
program society where 
he was able to explain 
aims, principles and 
objectives of cub and 
scout progorams. A 
meeting was held soon 
after with parents and 
boys and the pack was 
born.
Currently, there are 15 
boys and three leaders 
with a group committee 
of eight members in the 
recently named Tsartlip 
district. There are more 
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Black patent leather. 
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Tasters Choice. Regular a oz.
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$i; CO
SAVE Chili Con Came i8l Crispbread
Town House. Hot or
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‘Boneless Beef’ ($6.34 kg)
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Olympic or Ca nadian
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500 g Package .... . (. .




B.C. Grown No. 2 Grade B.C. Grown, Red, Fancy
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No. 1 Grade (42‘ kg)... . ,. lbs.
Egg Colouring Kit
. ^mlr jXl M mtmm$175PatUfi
A)5BortoU Colours . Box
Chocolate Babbit
,4 CU. ft." .
California Grown 
Small,Siz6 70’B ,,. 4 », M”
Com»» SOLID 





N«llnann, Bog with Jolly Dunnlon 
Of Itowntrao Egg wilh Smfutltrn, 100 g Pkg,
Easter Eggs
Soabtinks, Poluxn 












NATURAL FOOD CENTRE* FANCY CHEESE TABLEf




V^hllo Ghocointo, Allen's (No. 3462) 
Wlahing Woll. lOegrilJ'o . . . ..........
$229
Chocolate Hen
Dark ChocolaUi Allen's (No, 34 62M) 
Wishing VVflI1156 g ai/n.
$209
Due lo labour problems in our warebouse some Hems In Ibis ad may be In 
: sbortsupply.
Prices elfeclivB April 6-11,1981 In your Friendly Sidney Saleway Store.
■'j io,suivo IliB rlylrl lo limit Quantllioo. Sales in retail Quantities Only.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 to 5
C A IM Ar O A S A F i=: MY A ¥ L. I l¥l I T is ,0
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Twirlers still winning
Some 13 twirlers from 
the Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corp. captured 61 
Awards at the Clinton 
5th annual baton rodeo 
March 14.
Awards as follows: 
Juvenile parade Corps 
2nd; juveriile twirl team 
'1st; junior twirl team 
1st; juvenile dance team 
2nd; junior dance team 
1st.
Basic marching: 1. 
Tammy Clark, Tara 
Whitford, Tammy 
Head; 2. Tracy 
Tisserand, Allison 
Smith, Diane Courser; 
3. Pamela Smith, Donna 
Courser; 5. Heather 
Tisserand, Janice 
Clarke, April Nunn.
Military marching: 1. 




2. Pamela Smith, Diane 
Courser; 3. Tammy 
Clark, Allison Smith.
Solo: 1. Tammy
Clark; 2. ■ Heather 
Tisserand, Tara 
Whitford; 3. Pamela 
Smith, Tracy Tisserand, 


















Smith, Tammy Clark; 2. 
April Nunn, Tammy 
Head; 3. Diane 
Courser; 4. Allison
Smith, Eanna Nunn.
USTA strut; f. 
Tammy Clark, Allison 
Smith; 2. Pamela Smith, 





Tisserand. Flag; 1. 
Tammy Clark; 2.





If tax time puts you in 
the squeeze, remem 
ber, last year the 
trained specialists 
at H&R Block took 
the pressure off for 
over three-quarters 
of a million Cana­
dians by preparing
accurate income tax returns at an average cost 
of only $17.75. That's a good return for the 
money. And a lot less pressure.
This year be sure.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
ll»R BLOCK-®




2-9 p.m. Sat., 11th April 
10 a.m.-S p.m. Sun., 12th April
Official Opening by Her 
Worship Mayor Norma Sealey 
of Sidney at 2:30 p.m. April 11th.
A4 Marina Court 
9843 ~ 2nci St.
Sidney Ph. 656-241
Open; Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
■ Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
ADMISSION: $1.00 (Children under 12 
accompanied by a parent - FREE)
Anyone may enter exhibits. There will be qualified 
judges in each class with trophies and prizes to be 
won: Refreshments will be availalbe and draws 




Phone entires to: 656-0049 or 
10:00 p.m. Thurs., 9th April.
SCUBA DIVERS who spear fish un­
derwater in the sea face a hefty fine and 
may also have their boat and equipment 
confiscated if they don’t have saltwater 
fishing licences. Sidney Rimpac Divers 
owner Chick Goodman says divers may not 
be aware the new fishing regulations also 
apply to them — they’ll be fined the same 
as the fisherman who has his lures in the 
water, he points out.
The regulations only apply to fish with 
Fins — ling and rock cod, kelp greeilling, 
etc — you don’t need a licence for crab or 
shellfish, Goodman says. He sells licences 
at his store on 5th Street, Sidney, Monday 
tlirough Sunday.
ARE YOU AN OLDTIMER with a good 
memory? Then you could be a great help to 
Eric Sherwood. He’s planning a small 
booklet on the history of Sanscha Hall and 
wants to hear from anyone who remembers 
the hull’s early days. “It’s a kind of 
historical centre of the area,’’ Sherwood 
says, and it would be nice to have a 
recorded history similar to that of 
Saanichton Fair. If you have any in­
formation, write Sherwood c/o Sanscha 
Hall, Sidney, or call him at 656-4117.
normally runs the paper’s mailing machine 
was sick. Mrs. Berry retired nearly two 
years ago after working at the Review for 
more than 30 years. Thanks, Esther. It was 
great to see.you here again.
the Victoria Plywood mill by Barb Men- 
dum’s father, 4588 William Head Road. 
Much more of this and we’ll be putting our 
friendly posties out of work.
652-1385 before
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WISHES lo Jim 
Wakefield, well known oldtimer around 
Sidney, who was 84 on April 2. Fairly hale 
and hearty despite minor phy.sical upsets, 
Jim still works in his. spare time, doing 
some carpentry here and there. Our Jim 
was owner of the Review many years ago 
and still visits us regularly with tales of the 
past.
IT WAS ESTHER TO THE RESCUE 
last Wednesday when the person who
WADDLING DOG INN owner Eric 
Lewis’ bassett hound “Johnny” wasn’t the 
only big winner at the recent Panorama 
Leisure Centre dog show. A Pekingese 
belonging to Norman Grieve, 7170 Mabcr 
also showed well, taking best puppy in the 
toy puppy group and best puppy in the 
show one night. Like Johnny, the 
Pekingese was in its first dog show.
RUMOR HAS IT there’s a movement 
afoot to overthrow the postal system and 
it’s being led by a bunch of children. First 
there was Roxanna Petts, the 10-year-old 
Sidney youngster who put a note into a 
bottle, sealed it and flung it into Victoria’s 
I nner .Harbor. The bottle was picked up by 
a Victoria womean’s grandson just nine 
days later.
Now eight-year-old Anthony Petts — 
Roxanna’s brother — has told us his bottle 
with the note inside has also been found. It 
loo was thrown’into the waves at the Inner 
Harbor and picked up some time later at
THE “THAT’S NEWS TO ME” award 
this week goes hands down to Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey, town clerk Geoff 
Logan, and building and licence inspector 
Dick Kamikawaji for their roles in the 
aniioimcement of the new paint 
manufacturing firm’s plans to set up here in 
Sidney.
None of them knew anything about the 
firm’s plans to establish here — and it’s not 
surprising since the firm is really here in 
name only and approval to set up was only 
given the day before. But it’s kind of 
startling lo be told one thing by the federal 
government and find our local officials 
haven’t heard a word.
Could it be the old right hand not 
knowing what the left hand i . . etc? Maybe 
next time the federal government might 
consider notifying the Town of Sidney 
about the same time it releases the news to 
the media — just so they won’t have to read 
about it in the paper.
Super Questlens and Answeis 
end Imaziiig Facts Ibout ;
^ids want to know
Air Kinds of Anlmais IrdrYi Dinosaurs to Elephants 
® Cars and Trains and Other Things that Move 
© Boats and Other Things that Float 
® Planes and other Things that Fly 
® Space Travel
© Stars and Planets and Plants 
® The Earth, Weather and Climate 
© People Around the World 
© What We Wear 
i» Holidays
But most Important, Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, Linus, Woodstock, and 
the rest of the PEANUTS® gang make learning a fun-filled adventure. With 
colorful cartoons, photographs, informative illustrations, and fully re­
searched answers that are as fascinating as the real questions kids ask. 
And as a special Introduction, Volume 1 is only 99® at your super­
market. Then, you can collect the entire set each week as you shop.
Get Charlie Brown’s 'Cyclopedia today. It makes “looking things up" 
a lot of fun.
Volume H only
¥olurties
2'-12 .. .. 69
Available for a limited time at























DOUBLE ............ $Q50................ ea. ^
DOWN............... .................up ^
Prices Effective April 9th to 30th
Parents and players of Peninsula Steelers division 7c soccer club following district cup competition against Sooke Vikings Saturday.
Tom Cronk Photo
Licences hard to catch
The new saltwater sports fishing licencing 
system has been in place barely a week and so far 
it’s been nothing but trouble.
Victoria federal fisheries spokesman Larry 
Duke said Friday the licencing scheme has been 
plagued by distribution problems, and until those 
problems have been solved the licencing 
regulation won’t be enforced.
Duke couldn’t say how long it would take to 
iron out the distribution problems, though he 
denied sports fishermen had been given either a 
two week or month grace period.
“All we can really tell you is there will be no 
direct enforcement until such time as the 
distribution system is in place and working,’’ 
Duke .said. He later added, “By all normal 
standards two weeks should be adequate.”
Saltwater licences became mandatory April 1 
for all sports fishermen overage 16.
But mailing and distribution rnixups made the 
licences hard to find on the peninsula. As well, 
only six dealers carry the licences in Sidney, just 
two of which are retail outlets. The other four are 
charterboat operators.
Harvey’s Sporting Goods owner Len Bland 
said he sold out his allotted 100 licences in just six 
hours the day the regulation came into effect.
Next day he had more than 150 inquiries for 
licences because local fishermen just couldn’t find 
an outlet.
Bland said federal fisheries didn’t know how 
many outlets would carry the licences and just 
didn’t print enough. He said he ordered 500 
licences and ended up with just 100.
However, he says he will have another 200 
licences later this week.
The only other Sidney retail outlet is Rimpac 
Divers on 5th Street. But most fishermen don’t 
realize Rimpac carries the licences, so unlike 
Harvey’s, they’ve only sold three licences.
Rimpac’s Laura Phill said they decided to start 
carrying the licences becau.se the new regulation 
now requires divers who take any finned fish to 
have a licence.
Meanwhile, Brentwood has eight outlets, 
though most are boat rental and charterboat 
operators. One penin.sula sporting goods store 
owner said he had been swamped with requests 
for licences.
However, the owner asked to remain 
unidentified because heWas afraid the publicity 
would draw even more sports fishermen to his 
store looking for the licences.
“I’m so afraid I’m going to have to hire 
another person just to handle them,” he said. “I 
don’t think I want the hassle.”
Fisheries officials said the initial distribution 
was arbitrary with supplies divided more or less 
evenly between applicants for licence agencies.
However, some potential licencing agents are 
resisting the new licence, apparently on the 
grounds the 50 cent commission offered by the 
government does not compensate for the 
paperwork, or that sports fishermen are paying, 
through the licence, a disproportionate amount 
toward enhancement programs.
Residents may get two-day value from a $3.50 
daily permit if it is purchased the morning of the 
first day. The licence remains valid until midnight 
of the day following the date of issue. B.C. 
residents can also get an annual licence for $5.
Non-residents have a choice of a one-day 
licence for $3.50, a three-day licence for $10, and 
ail annual licence for $20.
Meanwhile, Duke said the new system has 
placed an incredible workload on his staff, who 
have had as many problems trying to get the 
sy.stem in place as fishermen and retailers have 
had trying to get the licence. ^ ;
’David Doyle’s goal 
with just three minutes 
left to play lifted 
Peninsula Steelers into a 
1-1 tie with Sooke 
Vikings Saturday and a 
share of the division 7C 
soccer district cup.
Doyle gained 
lYosscssion of the ball at 
midfield, carried it up 
past four Sooke 
defenders and scored the 
goal frotn about 12
yards out. Sooke had 
scored about 5 minutes 
into the second half.
Both defences played 
well and most of the play 
took place between the 
18 yard lines. The game 
was complicated by a 
strong wind which made 
the Steelers comeback 
even more remarkable 
since they were playing 
against the wind when
the tying goal was 
scored.
The Steelers closed the 
season With jirst a single 
defeat — something 
^'oach Tom Doyle at­
tributes lo the team’s 
> “tiever give up” at­
titude.
Doyle also said he 
eouidn’t name a single 
outstanding player on 
either squad, but said
both teams deserved to 
be called “out­
standing.”
He added the boys’ 
sportsmanship and 
keenness throughout the 
season has made him 
proud, and parent 
support has “just been 
incredible. Without 
them the seasonwould 





Monday, April 13 
7:30 p.m.
Rovers win was revenge
I'etiinsulti Rovers 
emlcd their 1980-81 
season on a happy note 
with a 7-3 witi over rival 
,hian lie hiica C’ubbons 
in a four-team in- 
V i t it t i 0 n it I s 0 c c e r 
toiimatnetit March 28 
itnd 29 at Col wood,
In diivitig tain and 
with seveiitl Iroirowed 
lYliivcrs, tire Rovers fell 
\iclim to two ( tihbotts 
goiils in tlie I'iist 10 
jninulcs. Hut jlie locals 
seemed to “click” 
suddenly iittd weie itp 6-
2 at the half.
The Rovers played 
one ol their best games 
of the year, with Mark 
Fullei and .litn Ciitnermv 
ncliing sitigle goals, 
HiYrriYwed players .lasirti 
Griffin (k.eopards) and 
Dale West (Rowdies) 
caelt scored a pait while 
Peter Me Sweet! 
( H 0 w dies) a d d e d 
iiuoilret'.
The win was a sort of 
reienge for the Rovers, 
whose mily league loss 
Wits to Cubhpns, West
and Griffit! each had 
escellont gittnes.
Saturdity the lociils 
went down 5-2 to .luati 
de Ftica Dairy Oueeti, 
the division 7D 
diampiims. However, 
the game wiis close with 
the Rovers just fiiiling to 
ciipiialiA’ on their 
oppoit unities,
l ach tcittu notched an 
own goal, and 'I'ony 
Sonosky scored llte 
olher Rovers tuiirker. 
I'he Rovers ilgiiin pkiyed 
will', feuir \ borrowed.
players, including tw'o 
frirm the divisioti 8 
Rowdies.
.lit!! Catneron, Tim 
Hyford iiiul GeiYl')' 




10221 McDonald Pk. Rd. (;56-3133
on your Grand Opening
BEST OF LUCK
DUN NicLENNAN













•Pucllic Cod •Oysters •Smoked Black Cod *1.011101! Solo Filets or whole •Rock Solo 
Fllflis nr whnin •Rook Coil •Snuikod Salmon "t ro-sh Salmon when in season 
•Shrimp whnn avaiCihlo •Prawns when avallahio
Monday (0 Saturday 9 • S 
Siiiiduyb 10'4









Set: Dwell, Timing, 
Garb.
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Medical Program in 
Bangladesh. The funds 
are being distributed to 
seven medical clinics and 
two mobile medical units 
and will cover doctors’ 
salaries, drugs, con­
struction and renovation 
of waiting rooms. USC 
headquarters is located 




• SPECIAL OF THE WEEK •
APRIL 10 lo APRIL 16
POACHED BLACK ALASKA COD 
STUFFED PORK CHOPS 
with Apple & Sage Stulling 
POTATO OF THE DAY 
FRESH VEGETABLES 
ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING 




2476 Mount Newton X Rd. 
Patricia Bay Hwy. (Hwy. 17)
Send our FTD
aslGP lOUqUGT
An exclusive FTD ^ flowers. Cali or
woven basket filled visit us today
with beautiful Everyone;^
spring ’ Easter Basket'.
V/JMWSWi'W
Easter is Sunda'y, April 19.
ih










from ^1,999*^^ GDN -f $12.50 TAX
C.P. Air and Philippine Airiinos offer you this Fantastic Deal.
Here k jmt one posslhle renting:
VANCOUVER - TORONTO - AMSTERDAM- 
ATHENS ~ KARACHI - BANGKOK MANILA - 
HONOLULU - SAN FRANCISCO - VANCOUVER 
Many other cities c»n be Incluileil.
Book at least 21 ilnys eliead.
Stay up to DO days,
(II you incluclo Australia • $?699. + lax)
Call IIS Now - to plan this trip of a litctirac.
«1
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When You’re The finest . . .
.. .It’s Hard To Be Humble
TiOY-BILT mW TBLLEHS 
AHE THE FINEST
' ' \. famous Troy-BiSt
'''' ’''‘V';'’' i line-up during
Anniversary 
Month at ATs 
Super Lawnmower.
These prices in effect to April 15th only.
SH.P.Poiiy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1094“
5 H.P. Pony (ElectncStart). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1245^*
6 H.P. Horse (Electncstart). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1430^^
5 H.P. Horse... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1581»«
7 H.P. Professional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1561“
8 H.P. Professional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1590“
8 H.P. Professional >» emc start. . . . . . . . . . . 1745“
Sorry No Trades at these prices
All 6, 7 & 8 H.P. models complete with bumpers. Prices are F.O.B. Al’s Super 
Lawnmower, Victoria. These prices are what you would pay if you bought the 
above direct from Troy in New York.
Dr®p By ^ See Them Today At:
We service 
what we sell. We’re open 7 days a week.
^msi
: Sales — Service — Rentals
[5481 Hamsterly Hd. 658-8882
KEN DOBSON surprised a lot of people, most 
of all himself, when he came up with six winners 
in the Cloverdale Raceway handicapping com­
petition on March 21. It was good enough to put 
him about fourth and qualify him for the final. 
He couldn’t make it back for the showdown but is 
quite happy resting on his laurels . . . Cloverdale 
reached another milestone Saturday when the 
combination of a recent payday and the presence 
of Herve F'ilion as guest driver helped in bringing 
out the 4,165 fans who wagered $611,600 to give 
the track its first $600,000 day . . . Filion, har­
ness-racing’s winningest driver, won twice and 
placed once and there was further excitement 
when the Triactor paid $2,065.20 . . . the current 
Cloverdale meet ends Saturday, and at least three 
busloads of Vancouver Island fans will be there 
for their last fling until Sandown opens on May 
16 ... the National Basketball Association 
playoffs are again the best sports show on 
television. The level of excellence is probably the 
best in sport and that combines with the closeness 
of the competition to produce unmatched action 
and excitement ... he may not be the only 
fatality the so-you-want-to-be-tough and similar 
promotions have produced but it is worth noting 
that 23-year-old Ron Miller of Johnstown, Pa., 
recently died from head injuries suffered in one of 
those money-grubbing presentations . . . out­
fielder Ellis Valentine of the Montreal Expos isn’t 
one of the type who can play hurt, and he hurts 
easily. When teammates teased him about his 
lineup absences he was so aggrieved he asked to 
be traded. He’s still with the Expos, and if he 
matures a bit this year it might be enough to bring 
them a division title . . . there has been a report 
that a Canadian professional basketball league is 
nearing reality with “firm commitments’’ from 
backers in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, 
Hamilton, Winipeg and Vancouver. Don’t bet on 
it . . . the Victoria Curling Club delegation which 
went to London (the Ontario one) with high 
hopes having,its bid for the 1983 men’s world 
championship accepted might as well have stayed 
home. Curling politics had again prevailed and 
the decision to give the event to Regina was made 
before the first rock Was thrown in London. If 
Victoria gets the 1984 Brier, which seems likely, 
the consolation will be better than the prize ... 
“The problem with many athletes,” says 
basketball’s Mike Newiin, “is that they take
themselves seriously and their sport lightly.” . . .
* * *
WALTER PAYTON, whose salary has been 
reported as $475,000, is .said to have been the 
best-paid player in the National Football League 
last season. But that depends on what rating is
applied. Payton earned $325 for every yard 
gained rushing while Chuck Foreman managed 
$4,761.90 a yard on an annual stipend of 
$300,000 . . . for readers who may have missed it, 
the Pacific Fishery Management Council has 
decreed that the Washington State coastal sports 
fishing season will be from May 23 to Sept. 7 and 
that the daily salmon limit will be two . . . 
fullback Larry Csonka, Who deserted Miami 
Dolphins to play in the World Football League, 
went to the well once too often. The Dolphins 
took him back in 1979, but when he came through 
with a good season he held out for more than the 
generous salary he was being paid. No other club 
was interested and Csonka, at an age which 
doesn’t permit that sort of thing, sat out last 
season. He is now again anxious to play for the 
Dolphins but they weren’t very interested when he 
approached them . . . and then there’s troubled 
Bobby Bonds, not long ago considered perhaps 
the most talented player in major-league baseball 
but now a nomad who seems unable to stay with a 
club for more than a season. Although the 
demand for his services was light. Bonds 
demanded that Cleveland Indians trade him in 
1979. They did, but the St. Louis Cardinals 
decided to release him last year, and with no job 
in sight. Bonds offered his services to the Indians 
this spring saying that “Money is no object. 1 just 
want to prove I can play.” It’s sad, but greed 
and/or false pride can be a bit expensive on 
occasion . . . baseball fans in at least four major 
league parks will find something important 
missing this season. Because of the shortage, 
there won’t be any peanuts for sale . . . manager 
Earl Weaver of the Baltimore Orioles has been 
around long enough to figure things out, things
like his belief that Rich Dauer will hit .300 this 
season because “He has been here long enough 
now to know he doesn’t know all there is to know 
about what he should know.” Casey Stengel 
couldn’t have said it better. . .
VANCOUVER CANUCKS figure to bow out 
in the first round of the Stanley Cup playoffs but 
they probably got a break in drawing Buffalo 
Sabres as their opponents. The Sabres have 
become a dull hockey club under coach Roger 
Neilson and if the Canucks regain some of the 
verve they showed early in the season they could 
bother . . . matchups can make quite a dif­
ference, and clubs from the second eight with the 
best chances of making it to the quarter-finals are 
New York Rangers, who could be the biggest 
surprise, Chicago Black Hawks and Quebec 
Nordiques. And Minnesota North Stars can’t be 
counted out against Boston Bruins . . . few places 
were busier last Saturday than Exhibition "ark, 
where 384 horses worked out in preparation for 
the thoroughbred race met which opens Monday 
. . . Cincinnati Reds have a promising young 
catcher named Steve Christmas who may have no 
bigger problem than being nicknamed Tree . . . 
plans to put a Central Hockey League team in 
Phoenix fell through when Minnesota North Stars 
were told that rental for Veterans Memorial 
Coliseum would be $5,000 per game plus staffing 
costs , . . just in case you may have forgotten 
about Wilt Chamberlain, he had six of the seven 
70-point performances and 32 of the 42 individual 
National Basketball Association efforts which 
produced 60 or more points . . . owner Sam 
Schulman of the Seattle SuperSonics op­
timistically predicts that 250,000 or more homes 
will hook up for the closed circuit television of all 
games played by his team. At $120 per home, that 
would bring in upwards of $30 million in gross 
revenue. Crowds averaging 20,(X)0 for a sea.son 
would bring in less than a third of that, and that 
points up why sports entrepreneurs are so excited 
about the potential of cable television . . . there 
were 159 tie games in the NHL this season with 
Buffalo Sabres involved in 21 and Vancouver 
Canucks in 20 . . . NHL goal production also 
took a sharp jump up,, not surprising in view of 
mediocre goalkeeping. But high salaries also 
contributed because hockey players, like most 
other employees, tend to give less when they get 
more . . . Steve Ferraro of Kingston, N.Y., gave 
it a try la.st month with an 879 (300-279-300) series 
hut one of sports oldest records, the 886 tenpin 
count rolled by Ailie Brandt, still stands and 
Ferraro’s total is only third best .
v ^ ,; Bace, Besuits
i /■•B.. ■ €anoe Bay Sailing dull
SUNDAY, MARCH 29/81 ,
' 9 IQV2 miles -- SllJNEY CHANNEL
: 1 DYSTOCIA ■ 6 STERLING SHAMROCK9 : 2 MADELEINE / T 7 PACIFIC LADY 11rSQUNITANGOii 8 BLUE DENIM





The Federal Fisheries have announced a thirty day 
grace period in the enforcement of salt water fishing 
licences. These were initially due on April 1,- 1981 
however the fisheries-have been unable to supply the 
quantity tor the demand. It would appear that all outlets 
will have ample supply by the end,of this. week.
Now available at 
Low, Boat Show Prices
SEA LAB AND 
STRIKER 
VHP’s
striker 55 ■ >499
Complete with Antenna








Watch for Sidney 
Dooksido Days
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE LTD.
Factory Authorized Repair Shop for
merCrum/er OMC
/iiso VOLVO UEP/iiss
‘Spring Service on Drive ‘Engine Rebuilt
‘Tune Up ‘Hydraulic Trim Tabs
‘ New & Rebuilt Sterndrive * Fresh Water Cooling Kits
‘ Re-Power — Spring Special—
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
656-1221
Open 7 days a Week
Mon. - Fri. 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9-2
fi|2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
" at Westport Marina
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
/^ hoh wMiU marine
new and used ®, sail and power
6K6-72Q6 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rtl, S. Re,sth(:iven|
FULfORD HARBOUR





rime Fl, Time Ft, Time IT. rime Fl.
0?.I0 7,9 07(K1 10,0 1420 2.0 2230 10.2
0320 H.4 0750 9,6 1515 2.4 2335 10.3
0505 8,5 08-15 9,1 1625 2.9
(K)55 10..5 (1645 8.1 lorx) 8..5 17.U) 3.3
01.15 10,6 0810 7.5 1140 8.1 18.30 3.7
0225 10.6 0845 6.9 I3(X) 8.1 19.30 4.1





Accomrnodatos 4 adults and 3 children easily, fiasy to launch, F.asy to handle 
Easy to beach twin keel. Gaff rigged, TrailerabliL flotation cells. Fun to ruiil 
Virliially maintenance free Flhreglass.
Longth: 15' 0”, Beam; 5’ 0". Draft; L 2” :
Cumo and see them at;
SKOOKUM MANUFACrURING LTD.
2072 Henry Ave., Sidney 656*7311 or 656-7664 
Open Mnn.-Sni. 8 ti.m. - 6 p.m.




Don't put it off any longer!
Drapes ’n Shades
are pleased to announce their
FREE IN-BOAT ESTB^HATES
tor all your Upholstery and Drapery roqulromenls'. 
Vinyl and Upholstery Fabric in stock. 
From $3,99 a yard,
With ,'i total lino ol acce.sMfics,
CALL NOW Bcmc wt smoN mm
.V 4,
We are pleased to 
announce our new Mer- 
cruiser Sterndrive Mecha­
nic, ADAM KANCZULA, 
with his 11 years experi­
ence is available for servic­
ing all Mercruiser models.
He would like you to bring 
your pre-season check-out, 





Open 7 days a week
2300 Canoe Cove Road
SERVICE DEPT.
1974 SILVERTON SEDAN rwiii 
200 HP Chryslers, F.W.C. trim 
tabs, Stereo & tape dock, Row 
docking lites, 2 itidios, Sounclur, 
Dinghy, 110 Shore Flower, This 
boat in excellent condition 
Ihrougltoiil • offers to $39,500.00,
Duo to activity on resale boats wo are short of listings and have clients In­
terested in purchasing. Listings of all sizes required.
Canoe Cove Yaclit vSales
656
2300 Canoo Cove Road 
(Next to tho Ferry Torrnlnnl) 
Open seven dnyu
MARINE SERVICES
•NOW IS THE TIME to Spruce Up your boat lor SPUING! 
•Haul-outs and High Pressure Bottom Cleaning 
•Authorized Repair Shop for;
Johnson, EVINRUDE, & Morcury 
OUTBOARDS and
OMC. morCmlsnr. & VOLVO PENTA 
STERNDRIVES.
Come in and check our selection of 
LIQHTWEIOHT ALUMINUM BOAT TRAILERS
10134 Mcdonald l>k.Rd. 656-7023
1 <, .. . .J u .>.^w,,, A , , K i:.i r '* '^.i,/ > -V .,it. ^ 1 f . . ,rr . .. ;





Peninsula Kickers went about their business in 
workmen-like fashion Saturday and captured the 
division 7A district cup with a surprising 2-0 win 
over Lakehill Buckle Electric.
Led by the strong defensive game of Lee 
Robson, John Irving and Chris Adam, the 
Kickers limited Lakehill offensive thrusts in the 
first half when the locals were playing against the 
stiff wind and finished with a 0-0 draw.
In the second half. Kickers turned on the of­
fensive power and continually penetrated the 
Buckle Electric defence. James Redfern finally
broke the scoreless tie after converting John 
McCartney’s perfect pass.
Continued' offensive pressure by Jason Bon- 
neau and Redfern resulted in the insurance goal. 
Redfern again scored the marker when the alert 
Bonneau put him in the deaf.
Team officials said it was the peninsula squad’s 
best team effort this season. Pleased with his 
team’s performance, coach Bernie Gunster said 
every Kicker played up to expectations during the 
whole district cup playdowns. Kickers outscored 





WILL BE CLOSED ON SATURDAYS 
AND OPEN WEDNESDAYS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY
They're off and cycling in March 29 race at Centennial Park. 
Race was presented by Victoria Wheelers and featured 










Curling Club closed out 
its 1980-81 season last 
week and the three big 
winners this year were 
rinks skipped by Bob 
Nicholson, Willie 
Rapatz and Jean 
Stevenson.
Nicholson’s foursome 
captured the overall 
mixed title. Team 
members included 
Marguerite Nicholson, 
Bill Wilson and Judy 
Wilson.
Meanwhile, Rapatz’s 
quartet tok the men's 
title. Teammates in­
cluded Jeff Thompson, 
Stan Huggett and Ross 
McKenzie.
Finally, Jean 
Stevenson guided her 
foursome to the ladies 
title. Teammates were 
Maxine Zorn, Pat 
Furnell and Fran Butler.
Elsewhere, the Pat 
McGuire rink took the A 
event of the men’s
closing bonspiel. Jack 
Minion, Al Melleti and 
Gerry Mathews joined 
McGuire on the winning 
foursome.
An Pearce’s rink 
captured the Bevent and 
included Bill Blair, Note 
Gustafson and Eric 
Graham.
The C event went to 
Bob Gustafson, who 
teamed with Daryl 
Stubbs, Floyd Bohnet 
and Bill Curtis.
HEW HOURS 
Monday to Friday 




97S6 - 2nd Street 656 7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN FED. GUARANTEED. CANADA •'A"
^ B B 0 a B a a lb.
I FREEZER PACKS
1 AVAILABLE PORK SAUSAGE $179HoetMbe........................ lb. .ii
1 BEEF SAUSAGE $1 @9
M Honaude........................ lb. &
BANGERS $179
dOIBHUllt........................ lb. Jb
Parkland junior rugby club dropped its first 
game of the season last week in an 8-3 loss to 
Belmont. The defeat eliminated the locals from 
playoff action and ended any hopes for a title this 
year.
Meanwhile, in senior action, Parkland played 
its worst game of the year, losing 24-11 to a 
physically large and bustling team from Spec­
trum.
Playing without captain Tim Chad and Joe 
Benning, the Panthers lacked the experience 
needed to cope with the running of the Spectrpm 
inside backs. The Parkland forwards also did not 
play up to their standard, as the team in general 
gave a lacklustre performance.
The Panthers now boast a record of three wins 
against four los.ses — good enough for a tie for 
fourth spot in the 10-team Victoria High School 
league. .
However, five teams are above the locals — 
Oak Bay with 14 points, St. Michael’s University 
with 12 points, and Claremont, Spectrum and . 
Esquimalf bunched together with eight points 
. apiece. ;^'''
Parkland has two games remaining and hopes 
to move into the upper half of the league with a 
pair of victories.
Meanwhile, Stelly’s continued to dwell in the 
cellar with seven losses in as many games. Aiden 
..Mitchell’s’penalty goal was the only bright spot 
for the Central Saanich school in a 22-3 loss to 
Vic High last week.
coast to win
Parkland Panthers girls soccer squad enjoyed 
an easy week, coasting to a 6-0 win over Lambrick 
Piu k April 1. The Panthers had no trouble with 
the I.ambrick club, quickly displaying their 
superiority and running up a 3-0 lead in Ihe first 
1(1 minute,s.
This allowed the rt?.serves to take the field and 
,i!;iin valuable iTlitying experience which should 
cuine in hamly later in the vear.
T hree more goals in the second half wrapped 
lip the game ami the win for the locals. Sandra 
( iriffey led with two goals, followed by singles 
from Linda Marlin, Gill Poole, Alisoit Giles and 
C’iiulyJohal,
Keeper Gwen Rowley recorded her second shut- 
out in a low. T he win brings Parkland's record to 
i\eo wins, two losses and a lie wilh two important 
imines Ibis week.
TTu’ Paniheis met Tisqiiintali at home Tuesday 
llicn iratcl to SpicelrunT for a key game Wed- 
ncMlay. Results in next week’s Review.
Thursday Commercial 
league’s Tom Cronk is 
the new King of the 
Lanes after bowling 151 
pins over his 217 average 
in the Friday tour­
nament.
Ron White, another 
Thursday Commercial 
leaguer, rolled 126 pins 
over his 164 average to 
be named “first prince”, 
while Ralph Bradshaw 
from the Golden Age 
league became “second 
prince” with 119 pins 
over his 102 average.
Thanks go to Odyssia 
Steak House, Style Tone 
Cleaners, Beacon 
Barber.s, Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods, Reddi- 
Chef, and Alan Oliphant 
for their donations. 
Miracle Lanes manager 
Lyall Riddell thanked all 
bowlers who made the 
tournament another 
success.
.Top bowlers this week 
included K. Neal and F. 
Green of the Tuesday 
Commercial league. 
Neal rolled 805/319, 
while Green had 
729/331.
In Legion action B. 
Nunn had 686/258 and 
P. Van Ness rolled 
655/228. R. Scott 
topped Thursday 
Commercial with a 
747/313.
F. Abbott and R. 
Walker led Ladies league 
play with 688/265 and 
' 67()/255, respectively, 
Ed Madsen with a 
733/284, and Gus 
Dumont wilh a 655/292 





Pool team com- 
■prising Det Szukalla 
and Lew Wright 
soundly defeated 
opponents Mike 
Beaudry and Wayne 
Crosby in an 
eightball cham­
pionship held in 
Sidney April 4.
The series was 
comprised of the best 
of eight games and 
the winners won 
easily — 6 games to 
5:- /"
19fh Annual 
yniversify of Briflsh Columbia 
Resident Hockey School
For Boys — 8 to 16 years 
July 4th to August 29th
.7 day residential 
program
•24 hour supervision
•24 hours, on ice 
instruction
•off ice program that 
uses full range of univer­
sity facilities and staff
INFORMATSON CALL (604)228-3688
";'^w,-TrOR''WRITE:'TO"’'-.'' .''■/./L/;/;
U.B.C. Hockey School / 
6066 Thunderbird Blvd., ^203 
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5 ^
i:
Thc streets are for 
the people. 
Exercise yovtr rights, 





YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.,.
WheiBvd vmi rnovf lliii Wultomo 
W«||(iA hoMfH I’, ilii' iiijhl pmoii Id 






















60 80 lb. ave.
(Mon.-Thur. «-S p.w*. Fil. 8-* p.m. 
Closad Sat.ASun.
island View Freezer Ltd




With all the other problems 
of operating a small business, it’s 
sometimes easy to put off or 
overlook the responsibility of 
ensuring that your business is 
protected by the Workers’ 
Compensation Board.
And that could be one of 
the most expensive omissions 
you ever made.
Because, if one of your 
workers is Involved in an on 
the-job accident, you would 
be liable for the entire 
cost of his injuries and 
reliabililation—a cost that
could be many times Uial of 
compensation coverage.
Don't risk it A simple phone 
call or visit to any W.C.B. office will 
give you all the information you 
need about compulsory or elective 
coverage. You'll find that, for a 
small cost, you can buy a big piece 
of “peace of mind’’.
EMPLOYEES: If you’re not sure 
about your coverage, discuss 
this ad with your employer 
or call the Assessment 




6?M> tirtftit'im StroDl, Viincauvar, H C V!j/aLB, hJWphomi TdUix (M.M776S
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Decision firm on pipeline
North Saanich Mayor 
Eric Sherwood missed 
out on a chance to 
personally voice his 
council’s opposition to 
the provincial gover­
nment’s decision to let 
B.C. Hydro build a 
natural gas pipeline to 
Vancouver Island.
Sherwood had ac­
cepted an invitation 
from Powell River 
Mayor p.G. Simpson to 
join other Vancouver 
Island ana mainland 
mayors to meet with 
Premier Bill Bennett and 
Energy Minister Bob 
McClelland.
But Sherwood said 
Simpson never informed 
him the delegation 
would meet March 31 
with provincial leaders 
McClelland told the 
delegation the Hydro 
decision will stand, 
although it argued for 
the northern route which 
would see the pipeline 
run from Williams Lake 
lo Powell River, across 
the, straits lo Campbell 
River and then south to
Victoria.
McClelland said the 
Hydro route was the 
quickest way to fulfill a 
political promise that 
natural gas would be 
delivered to the Island 
by 1984.
Both North Saanich 




supported the northern 
route.
KEN COCHRANE
Bill Wonnacott, manager of the Sidney office of 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. is very pleased to con­
gratulate Ken for being tops in sales for the month 
of March. Ken specializes in residential and farm 
properties serving his clients on the Peninsula. For 
top notch efficient real estate service call Ken: 
Office Block Bros. Home
65B-5584 Realty Ltd. 656-0390
C2 SIDNEY 
BAKERY
Baking has been our business 
since 1903




Sharp shooter Michael Sullivan takes aim at target while spotter Tammy Pearson looks on during 
cadet national small bore rifle championships last week at Sanscha Hall. Sullivan and Pearson, both 
of Pickering, Ont., were two of 72 cadets from across Canada and the U.S. taking part. It was fifth 
year three-day event staged in Sidney. Ron Norman Photo
As a result of strike actioei by our employees who are members of 
the Office and Technical Employees Union, Autoplan claims cannot be 
processed as usual at Claim Gcntrcs. Management employees will, 
however, provide emergency service until normal operations 
are resumed.
Motorists involved in an accident should follow these emergency procedures:
1. If damage is minor and your vehicle can be safely driven, please wait until the labour 
dispute has been resolved to make your claim.
You are also requested to delay any claim for minor glass breakage.
2. If damage is severe and immediate repairs are essential, please consult an Autoplan Agent 
for assistance. Agents cannot determine liability, but will arrange for repairs to be done under the 
Collision or Comprehensive portion of your insurance coverage. You will be required to pay the amount 
of your deductible. When operations at the Claim Centres arc again normal, your claim will be 
investigated and if you were not at fault in the accident, the amount of the deductible will be repaid.
If you do not have Collision or Comprehensive coverage you will be required to pay the full 
cost of repairs,
If the vehicle is not driveable, have it tov;ed to the bodyshop of your choice. If you have 
Collision coverage, the, towing company will bill the Insurance Corporation direct,
If you do not have Collision coverage, you will be required to pay the towing and any storage costs.
If you think you are not at fault for the accident, report your claim when normal service is 
restored and liability will be determined. If you are found free of blame, you will be reimbursed 
accordingly.
You are also requested to delay any claim for glass breakage until the strike is settled, Your claim will 
then be processed and where appropriate, the cost of repairs wil! be repaid.
If someone is injured, obtain medical aid wllhoi,it delay, If the Injury is serious, details of the 
accident and injury should be reported to the Insurance Corj^oration by phoning 6bi>28C)0. (Motorists 
outside of the Vancouver area should call collect), F’lease delay reporting minor injuries.
Please note that all accidents resulting in damage totalling $200 or more, or In hodilij injury or 
death must be reported to the police ivlthin 48 hours. Thefts and ‘hit-and-run’ incidents must also 




Management of the Insurance Corporation will provide the best emergency .service possible under the 
circumstances. We regret any inconvenience you may experience in the course of the strike. We would 
also like to remind you that your independent insurance agent Is there to help. If you require new auto 
insurance, contact any Independent Autoplan insiirance agent.
General Insurance claims for damage to buildings and contents by fire, or theft, or losses under any 





A joint American- 
Ca nadian paint 
manufacturing company 
will have its
headquarters in Sidney 
— but just temporarily 
and in name only — a 
local spokesman said 
last week.
Mark Dickinson, 
managing director of 
Sidney Marina Co. Ltd., 
said the proposed 
company is Flood Co. of 
Canada Ltd., in which 
Sidney Marina is a 
shareholder. Dickinson 
is a director of Flood 
Co. of Canada.'
He said for the time 
being it is convenient for
Sidney Manna to be the 
corporate office for the 
new company until a 
permanent location is 
Pound elsewhere in 
Canada.
The new company was 
given approval to set up 
in Canada by the 
Foreign investment 
Review Agency, and has 
both American and 
Canadian shareholders.
Dickinson said Flood 
Co., of Canada will 
manufacture paints, 
wood preservatives and 
similar products for the 
marine industry. It plans 
to begin manufacturing 
within two years.
Other participants in 
the company are Joseph 
Leslie of Mt. Lehman 
(near Abbotsford), Peter 
Flood, Jonathan Clark 
Jr. and Peter Statham, 
all of Hudson, Ohio, 
where the U.S. - ba.sed 
Flood Co. is located.
Fitness.




Q. I am partially retired 
and a substantial portion 
of my income is from 
dividends and from the 
sale of stocks and bonds.
1 spend a great deal of 
time and money studying 
the market and I 
subscribe to several in­
vestment publications. 
Are these deductible on 
my income tax return?
A. No. Investment 
counsel fees including 
fees paid for the ad­
ministration and manage­
ment of shares and 
securities are 100 per­
cent deductible. 
However, fees paid for 
financial magazines and 
newspapers are not 
deductible.
Marina Court 
9843 • 2nd Street 
656-2411
HiRBLOaC
THf IHCOMf T»K SfECIAUSTS
The 5VevWw
We are pleascil h* offer our annual suhseripiion rale ol SIO.OK which can he 




tall in and mail Ihe coupon lo: 
I hr .Sidney lievirw 
I'.O, Hoc
Sidnev.. H.C, VK|, .tSS
Please tiller my siihserlplinn for nne year. 1 i 
Plenv* elder my ‘iibcerlptl'm and Itlll me taler, i I 
(N.ll. .Senior (’lll/eiis rale $9.0(t per nitmim.)
Name ..................................... ....................................................
Mallliin Address ........ ..........................................
........ ........................................................................ /Ip ....
"Sf'i's in,i; fhe Peiiift'.!i!>i Sun i
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Bankruptcy on the increase
The first in a series of three articles by Gordon 
Hardy on going bankrupt.
If the debt load carried by Canadian consumers 
were divided up equally among us, every man, 
woman and child in the country would owe about 
$1,500. ‘
But it’s not divided up equally and the debt, 
load — to the tune of about $38 billion — falls 
more heavily on some shoulders than others. 
When the weight becomes too much to bear, there 
are several remedies, the most extreme of which is 
personal bankruptcy.
The days are past when debtors were thrown 
into malodorous dungeons. This is a society 
where credit spending is encouraged to the point 
that sales people look suspiciously at cash. In 
such a society there are bound to be people who 
get in over their heads.
John Procter is an official receiver for the 
superintendent of bankruptcy here in B.C. His 
job is to handle bankruptcy proceedings under the 
Bankruptcy Act. He reports that personal 
bankruptcy is on the increase in Canada.
“Just as we’ve become more civilized in our 
forms of punishment,’’ he says, “we’ve done the 
same with the Bankruptcy Act. There’s nothing 
criminal about bankruptcy. In our society wc 
encourage credit spending so we cannot punish it 
as a crime.’’
According to Peggy Hates, a B.C. lawyer 
experienced in the insolvency area, “A significant 
number of people are Just triggered into 
bankruptcy by some unfortunate event such as an 
illness or perhaps a long strike.’’
Personal bankruptcy proceedings mean a 
release from overwhelming debt for the bankrupt 
person. What happens is that you sign over your 
belongings to a licensed trustee. This trustee then 
arranges for the orderly distribution of these 
assets to your creditors in lieu of payment.
Eventually you are discharged from your debts 
— you no longer owe anything except for certain 
kinds of debts which we’ll look at in more detail 
in the next article in this series.
Both Procter and Hales stress that people in
debt should explore other remedies before 
starling bankruptcy proceedings. Proctor says, 
“Bankruptcy is a last resort — it is not a free ride.
A lot of people have found it to be a. very 
traumatic experience.’’
“There are many other alternatives,’’ Hales 
says, “such as Debtor’s Assistance, a debt 
counselling service provided by the provincial 
government. It’s a good place to begin. If you 
don’t find success there — and your creditors arc 
still hassling you — try the Orderly Payment of 
Debts program offered by the provincial ministry 
of corporate and consumer affairs.’’
The Orderly Payment of Debts program gives 
beleaguered debtors some breathing space. It sets 
up a court-authorized plan under which the 
debtor agrees to make reduced monthly payments 
to a clerk of the court. The clerk then distributes 
this money among creditors.
The advantage of the program, Proctor .says, is 
that the debtor is free from harassment by 
creditors during the rcpaymetiiperiod.
“If the debtor is gainfully employed,” Hales 
says, “and there appears to be an ability to meet 
payments at a reduced rate of interest over an 
extended period of time — say from three to five 
years — we certainly recommend that you set up 
an appointment with the Orderly Payment of 
Debts program. You can find it in your local 
telephone book.”
“If you’ve had good dealings with them they’re 
going to be understanding. Thai’s the first step,” 
lie says.
Next: + Bankruptcy — How You Go About It.
Law
Talk
At Alyce’s Fashions 
it’s Something New 
for the active group
JOGGING SUITS
• Fleece Lined 
•Pants with 
Elastic Cuffs 
•Shorts & Tops 
to match
SEE OUR PARCOURS 
SPORTSWEAR IN 
RED AND NAVY
Seersucker & Terry Tops with 
styled Pants and Skirt. 
Spring Stock is Now at its 
Best at
Ityce's Fashions
Corner of Wallace & West Saanich Rd.
(at the Stop Lights 
7105 W, Saanich Rd. Phone 652-3143
Friendly network cares
By PAT MURPHY
What happens if you have an accident 
and break your leg, you need physio­
therapy three times a week, your spouse 
can’t drive and you have no money to hire 
someone else to take you to treatment?
Well, one thing you can do is call on a 
service which is becoming known as the 
Caring Neighbors’ Network or, more 
officially, the Peninsula Community 
Association Volunteer Services.
Operating from a base on 2nd Street in 
Sidney, the neighbors’ network is part of a 
four-prong PCA service covering a 
homemaker unit, a special service program 
which includes intensive support for 
, youngsters and families, and STAG, well 
known for its seven-year record of helping 
, kids w'ith difficulties.
The network is based on the principle 
that if people on the Saanich Peninsula 
don’t care about each other—- they should 
if for no other reason than there are big
dividends for those who help — and we all 
may need help at some time.
There is no better way, says co-ordinator 
Molly Lane, for people, and particularly 
newcomers, to make a place for themselves 
in the community.
What do you do if you can no longer get 
about? Your body has broken down lo a 
greater or lesser degree but your head is 
fine. You arc lonely and you want to talk to 
someone — about music, cooking, car­
pentry, .‘jewing, poetry, current affairs or a 
dozen olher things. You’re out of touch 
and you want to get back into the world.
Well, volunteer services has a telephone 
network which just might be of help. There 
are, on the web, people who are interested 
in just about anything and everything. 
Through the neighbors’ network you can be 
put in touch with someone who has the 
same interest as you. Communication 
opens up all sorts of possibilities.
Or, perhaps, your kids have left home
but you miss having youngsters about the 
place. You don’t want a permanent 
commitment but you would like to help one 
or more children. Well, neighbors’ network 
can tell you about fostering youngsters. 
That might be your thing.
Or, when the new courthouse opens in 
.Sidney, you may find that you have to 
make an appearance for some offence, 
minor or otherwise, and you are frightened 
and worried.
Neighbors network will be able lo 
provide you with a companion who knows 
just what is likely to take place and who will 
provide you with the support you need.
There are lots of areas where neighbors 
can help neighbors, says Molly Lane.
She directs a groups of some 73 
volunteers who have a variety of skills. Not 
only do they help others. Lane says, but, in 
so doing, they help themselves. : V
The program, is funded from provinciaU 
government sources and by private donors.
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential. commercial, 
farm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"




617 CHATHAM ST. 





Now you can get the power ^ 
to make financial transactions 
24 hours a day, every day including 
holidays, and you don't have to wait in line.
You can do your money transactions day or night 
whenever it's convenient for you!
* withdraw cash ® transfer between accounts
® make deposits ® make account balance
® make loan payments inquiries
Come in today and get 24 hour teller power.
sficiiiich pmiiisiiia 
idvifigi credit cmloii
Sidney's only 24 hour .Automated Teller






NEW LICENCES AVAILABLE HERE
(Dockside Coftee Shop)
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS










ANNOUNCING BRITISH COLUMBIA'S 
NEW EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT.
WAGES, OVERTIME, 
WORKING HOURS. 
THESE ARE YOUR RIGHTS:
Brilish Cnhimbin's new 
Hnnpluymenl Standards Act 
(1981) prnloels your righls as 
an einpluyee belief lhan ever 
befori'.
Aniong Ihe many areas 
cnvt'red by Ibe law, there is a 
new higlier niininnini wage, 
and regnlalitfiis governing 
hnurs nl wnrk and nverlitne,
The tniniininn wage 
as of December 1, 1%() is 
$3.65 for persons IH and 
over, and $3.00 for those 
under 18. There is a mini­
mum daily rale for farm and 
domestic workers, and a 
monthly rate for resident 
caretakers.
The Act also states when 
wages must he paid by 
emnletyers and which 
ileductions are allowable.
^ The New '
Employment Standards Act
rr MAKFS B.r., a bfithr 
PIACETOWORK
Under the Act, em}:)loyers 
are reciuirt'd lo ):>ay overtime 
forany hours worked 
beyond tlie regular eight- 
hour day. There are also 
regulalions concerning lime 
off, and shift hours.
(Certain types of employ­
ment are exem pi from 
the hours-of-work 
provisions.)
If you believe your employer 
has contravened any section 
of the Act , ytni may file a 
complaint with tlie Employ­
ment Standards branch. 
Ministry of Labour.
I'urther inlV'rmation, and 
leaflets, arc available al any 














Soap on a Rope
*3.95
Boxed Chocolates 
Easter Eggs and 
other goodies























2416 Beacon Ave. g.Qg ii.m. - 6 p.m 
656-1168 Mon.-Sat.
...
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READ THIS - THE PRICES ARE CHEAP!
Corrugated panels in 4 colors - clear, white, green & yellow. 
All panels 26" wide.
8ft. .............
..............  .ONLY^S.Si
/10 ft. : .
oNLY^D.Di
;i2:'ft.:'.V././/./.r.'.
. . ... ..ONLY^SJS
FERTILIZER
SPECIALS
6-8-6 All Purpose Fertilizer 20 kg bag.ONLY
12-4-8 Lawn Pak 20 kg bag ...... .......... ONLY
22-4-4 Weed & Feed 9 kg bag.... . . . . . . . . .only
Dolomite Lime 20 kg bag .................... ONLY
19” Promo Gas LAWN iOWEH
3.0 h.p. Briggs & Stratton 4 cycle engine, deluxe remote 
throttle control, and 5 year crankshaft guarantee all add up to 
a Beaver Good Value
22” QAS LAWN MmiR
ZVi H.p. Briggs & Stratton, 4 cycle engine, remote throttle, 
warranty, sturdy construction.
Excellent Value at MsW^
Heavy Duly Brule HOWEHS
BSl 9000 m. •3y> H p $1 @@95




4x8x3/8”.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY
PLYWOOD SIDING
Cedar-faced plywood-grooved every 8 inches. Looks like ver- 
ticle cedar siding. Ideal for closing in your carport.
4x8x5/8’ ’ sheets............................ea.^ 1.4
ASPENITE SHEATHINO
4x8xV4'' ......... .......................... ........ sheet 5
iSPEIITE RmiiiECi
4x8x7/16”........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..sheet^T^^
<>Side Discharges 





Red TOP 4 CU. a WHEELIAHROl







: Comes with handle ' each
Each Long handle round nose
Handy for those around the house jobs.
SAVE 150.04
WDOOiyilNING STOVE
The Woodcraft is a terrific stove for the home or cottage. The 
double door gives good access to the firebox and the two , 
steps give you cooking surfaces with different temperatures. 
Features heavy steel construction and "airtight" sealed doors 
for long burning' Includes firebrick lining,
Reg. $549.99
each
210 Ib. self sealing shingles. We think this is the cheapest 
price in town, so order early for best color selection! Bundle 
covers 33 sq. ft.
ONLY per bundle
LANDSCAPE ROCN
; 20 kg bag
D-Hand!e Round Nose
Good value from Beaver
each
ONLY
50 lb. Rolled Roofing. Covers 100 sq. ft. 
I ■ Black only
I 90 Ib. Rolled roofing. Covers 100 sq. ft.




Good, value from Beaver.
each
For draining 






No. 3 Hem Studs
One; more chance to buy a ladder at these 
crazy prices -- but hurry -- They won’t last
8 only
20 FT. LADDERS
ONLY ea. ONLY ea.
ARB0RITE. S FDRiICA
Just arrived! 100 sheets in 13 different patterns.
: : F0Ri!CA PAMILS. ' /
48”x96" formica panels are ideal as 
■ii.-T counter or vanity ® W ^ HH
Several;patterns; & w ; each
24! x48 ’ ARBORITE CyTTiHSS




























1x6x4 ft. Cedar.. . . . . . . . .
1x8x4 ft. Codar, 
f1x4x6ft. Codar $48 , . .
4x4x6 ft. Pressure Treaied ,,,,,.,, only
4 high Good Neighbour Fence. With 1x6 Cedar Boards. 2x4 
• 10 ft, rails, 6 ft.,Codar posis and galvanized nails.
ONLY par running food
SPRUCE STRAPPING
1 Good clean material. Groat for 
pickols etc. Hurry at this price,




1x3 smooth 1 side only
ir,.' •









. . . . . . ....... .,00, Ji'
2x10x6'STD. FIR,,,'.,. $5130. . . . . . . . ..  ...oa. ^
LOW COST SHEATHINU OR FENCE BOARDS
1x8 Sid. Shiplap . . .......... ...20^
1x10 Mill Run Resawn..
1x12 Mill Run Resawn, .
OPEN SUNDAY 1









Plug In and the coals aro lit In a manor of 
minutes ,; ' oach
Deluxe '/‘Piece
GARDEN ENSEMBLE
Includes an umbrella, umbrella table, table cover, (our padd-; 
od chairs, Table cover, chairs and umbrella feature a sum­
mery pattern that will brighten up your yard,




Make a great economical garden fence. 48" high x 112 It,
‘ ^ $^|C95
per roll
HOME & GARDEN FENCE
ari" high gradualod mesh, $1(191




T(i„4c(t r.r.hdil ' 






•Provides exceptional hiding qualities wllhout obscuring the 
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cooking fried rice is all in the wrist
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
What happens when teachers teach 
only courses they want to and 
students attend only classes they like? 
You end up with something like 
Mount Newton middle school’s 
successful co-curricular program 
where both teachers and students 
have fun.
Instead of traditional classes like 
mathematics, social studies and 
science, Mount Newton students are 
offered things like horse 
management, conversational Chinese 
and model construction.
But don’t be misled — these aren’t 
the school’s regular courses. They’re 
part of a special program for an hour 
every Wednesday just before lunch, 
and are in addition to students’ 
regular studies.
Principal Betty Clazie says the 
program was set up two years ago 
when Mount Newton switched to the 
middle school format — teaching 
just grades 6, 7 and 8. But the 
program has really blossomed only 
recently and much of the credit goes 
to assistant executive Fred Hughson, 
says Clazie.
The program starts with teachers 
who volunteer one hour every 
Wednesday. But it’s an hour in which 
they can teach anything they want —■
; a special interest or a favorite hobby. 
Then the various offerings are listed 
and students sign up for whatever 
they want.
Clazie loves the idea. Students see 
teachers in a different light and are 
able to choose something they want 
to do. For instance, she teaches a 
cooking class which has mostly grade 
8 boys. They get to see her as 
something other than the principal, 
she says.
“1 think they like it and 1 like it 
too.”
She said the program has now 
reached the point where local 
residents are now coming into the 
school and helping out with various 
projects. Well-known kite maker 
Frank Varley teaches a course that’s 
very popular, while Jim Squarebriggs 
shows students the finer points of 
morse code.
Clazie stresses the classes are only 
once a week. “We don’t want it to 
take up too much time. . . this is just 
alight touch.”
Light touch or not, students seem 
to love it. The conversational 
Chinese course, for example, has 30 
students and when they’re finished 
they’ll be able to order their favorite 
dishes from the menu.
Other classes include aero- 
modelling and plane spotting, 
cycling, road hockey, leisure reading, 
sewing for fun, gymnastics, word 
games, fantasy art, chess, child care 
and development, photography, 
sone-age man, and even a primary 




Cheryl Evans has fun with paints.
Local kite making expert Frank Varley lends hand with one of eight different kites 
students constructed in co-curricuiar class.
Uui'sllons mill iinswers ulioiil your pet from the H.C. Velerlmu-y Mediciil 
Assoelntloii.
Ol Last year when wc moved into 
our house our two box-trained cats 
bepn soiling tlte rug near a window, 
We believe the cat or dog of ilie 
previous owner must have used tliis 
area for n liathrooin, Wc now have 
two kittens, and they are doing the 
same thing. Wc have used ammonia, 
bleach anil rug shampoo to no avail. 
How do we gel rid of the smell and 
.stop our cnt.s Irom using tliis spot?
A', Cats and vingf. base mi in 
credibly sensitive sense of smell, 
Urine dlliilcd a million lo one can be 
detected by their noses. They are 
territorial creatures and have a 
compulsion lo mark areas “invaded”
by tile scents of othcr.s.
Two suggestions: First, use a 
commercially available urine 
deodorizing and cleaning solniion. 
They are based on an organic 
neutralization principle, These are 
available by mail — see ad­
vertisements in sucli rnagiuincs as 
“Cats" or “Cats Fancy," They are 
somewhat expensive. Alternately, 
.similiar solutions arc available al pet 
Mores, ,
The second suggestion. Feed your
arc relieving themselvc.s. Keep some 
dry food in dishes there all the time
as well as feeding them morning and 
evening witli ctumed loud oi 
delectable treats such as raw liver or
kidney. You may discontinue the by* 
llie-wiudow leUliug il 'lhi.ii iccimique 
prevents the problem for a period of
two monilis, Afterwards, you should 
occasionally feed the cats a treat in 
iliatspot.
Headers should be reminded that 
their cat’s feeding area sliould be ns 
far removed from (lie litter box area 
ns possible. .Some cats arc urinating 
and defecating in forbidden areas 
simply because their litter pan is too 
close to iliclr food, or dirty, or both,
0: When an older dog gets ar­
thritis, do you treat it the same way 
ns you treat humans? Do you use the 
same medicine? We have a strange 
situation in our house — everyone, 
including our 11 year old dog, 
Mikcy, ha.s variotis kinds of joint 
Mine is paiiiiul. My 
husband has swollen joints, The dog
walks funny, hut I don’t think he’s in 
pain, I guess he needs a doctor the 
same as we do. Is titat so?
A; The answer to your last 
question is Yes. As you already 
know, joint diseases can take many 
forms. It is up to a medical person to 
diagnose the situation. This usually 
requires x-rays and any 11 year old 
(’{mine is due for a general physical 
anyway. Suprisingly the medicines 
used in canine arthritis arc often 
idenilcnl to those used for luimans. 
These erin range from aspirin 
throngii phenylbutazone, ns well os 
cortisone-type drugs, Luckily dogs 
arc rarely afflicted with rheumatoid 




« Septic o Holding e Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA
! AA "'0218 Bo\wer Bank Rd.
FiBEROLASS MFG. CO. Sidney 656-5121
Are you having trouble finding the style you want in 






FOR THE BEST SELECTION 







RODIER from Paris 
LONG DRESSES & GOWNS in all sizes 
SPECIALIZING IN SIZES 3 to 2OV2 
AND EXCLUSIVE STYLES.
- MANY ONE-OF-A-KIND!
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 4464 WEST SAANICH RD.
ROVAL OAK SHOPPING CENTRE VICTORIA 479-4512
' ^ V'l
THEREVIEW Wednesday, April 8,1981
Parkland
Parade
The past week has been a busy one dominated 
by exams, final deadlines for projects and course 
.selection procedures. We hope that the end result 
of all this work will he acceptable grades on 
report cards and appropriate placement in classes 
for next year. Report cards will be issued on April 
8.
Despite this busy schedule extra curricular 
programs have continued full swing. The girls 
soccer team enjoyed a successful week with a 
convincing 6-0 win over Lambrick Park. Both 
rugby teams had a losing week. The seniors lost 
24-11 to Spectrum to run their record to 3 wins 
and 4 lo-sses. The juniors bowed lo Belmont 8 - 3 
thus closing their season with a record of 3 wins, 1 
tic and 1 loss.
.fill Rooke was chosen to represent Parkland in 
the iVIay Queen contest. Denise Bicknell and 
Amanda Berbeck crowned hours of dedicated 
work with performances at Sooke-Saanich 
gymnastics championships.
The most important date on the school 
calendar is April 10, start of the spring break. As 
this has been a long spring term everyone is ready 
for a rest, or, at least, a change in routine. School 
reopens April 21.





Stelly’s Black Forest ham sales went well 
with a total of 770 kg being sold. Top ham 
seller was Tom Haddon, a grade 12 student. 
Hams will be arriving around April 8, in time 
for Easter.
Stelly’s movie season has ended, the last 
film was shown last Saturday. The venture was 
a success and it’s a good possibility it may be 
repeated next year.
Results of the junior math contest arrived 
last week. The nationwide test was written by 
several students in grades 9-11. We’re proud 
of Alexandra Rinfret (grade 9) who received 
top mark in the school, and of the grade 9 
team which included Rinfret, Gray Schubak 
and Neljko Blazek. It placed first in the lower 










The school’s concert bands took part in a || 
ma,ssed band concert March 31 at Panorama || 
Leisure Centre. It was a great success with || 







®Make your own 
Ghocolate Easter Eggs, 
Bunnies, Creams & 
MarashinoCherries.
' ^ #
4454 West Saanich Rd.









(For Pick-Up Any Time)
DEE DUTCH OVEN BAKERY




"*• Something tor Everyone —
Bn Riiro to chock our lahio of Quality Hardbacks at 
Spocially Roductid Prices
Royal Oak Centre 
4450A West Saanich Rd.
727-2422
CARDS-PUZZLES-CHILDREN'S BOOKS











DRUG ^ARI ; .















21 oz. tin........ . ............. 'p'
HOLLYWOOD
Bread
Light or Dark. IG oz.. ..,
OPEN SUNDA YS





PRICES EFFECTIVE WED., APR. 8 TO SUN., APR. 12
WE BESEBVE THE BIOHT TB LIMIT QUBNTITIES. WHILE STOCKS LAST.
.3—VI M Jl / l^-^/^LV.. I 4-' / I r s*Because^iey’vediscover^tlfe convi^tence^andfuti service the
Vl •'jr \ IJ-. V\f
Wednesday, April 8, 1981
Al Larose shows visitors 
machines used for lapidary
'ff', .
:
Mabel Slow decorates cake
>




Weavers Joyce A dams and Gladys Beck





Senior citizens who didn’t allow the grass to 
grow under their feet when they retired put on a 
great show Thursday that attracted big crowds.. 
And there was no shortage of talent in the arts 
and crafts exhibition at Sidney Silver Threads.
A group of 18 seniors instructed by gemologist 
Max Seward put together a display of lapidary, 
jewellery carved and engraved from colorful rock 
and stones — agate, onyx, rhodonite, green jade.
Al Larose points out one of the pieces in his 
display, jewellery made out of a stone he brought 
from King Solomon’s Mine in Israel. Jack Staffin 
comes from the prairies and winters here. Eagerly 
he shows his work — including a piece made from 
petrified wood.
Side by side with lapidary was ceramics. Mamie 
Hoover smooths and rounds pottery — one of her 
choice pieces on exhibition was a white vase with 
Chinese painting.
Onto cake decorating with a demonstration by 
Mabel Slow, then weaving. Doris Phillips is busy 
at work on a quilt while Joyce Sunter’s nimble 
fingers dazzle with the intricate lacemaking she’s 
been doing for 10 years.
In another room tea is being served and the 
tables are full with visitors. Later, Silver Threads 
co-ordinator Kay Cooper said the turnout was 
“great, absolutely fantastic.”
There were lots of ^ people, mostly senior 
citizens — we don’t seem to attract the younger 
ones — but the show was rewarding, well wor­
thwhile, she said. r ^

















PHEHTEX ELITE HNITTSNG YARN
SPECIAL AT SKEIN
REg.n.39
See also our New Supply 
of Patons Canadiana Wool
Cookbooks - Plush Toys 
Photo Albums - Napkins
Robb’s Vacation 





•Non-stop charters Vancouver to Los Angeles 
•Saturday departures from Jun 20th to Sept. 05th
•Comp, in-flight meals and bar service 
•7 nights accommodation at the Westward Ho,
Sheraton Anaheim or Howard Johnson’s 
•Airport transfers
•Baggage handling and 6% .hotel tax 
-Deluxe Disneyland Book of 15 Attractions and 2 
entrances per person
SPECIAL FAWILY AND CHILD RATES
~rr-"
■.imt
Sill & Beacon ■ Driftwood Centre
S56-55G1






WATCH FOR OUR FLYER THIS WEEK
SALE EXPIRES APRIL 30/81
-F^E/k/LtSt7C:i\ ,
Your dream system; 
It’s affordable now 
...yours to enjoy!
STA'a20 AM/FM ttereo receiver.FflC'tilies 10 add ? tape docks 2 lurnf.jples, 4 spoakGfs, Exrelient fiipinp ellecis 40 walls RMS per channoi. FM ntulmg Tape inonilor , Pulton Ovetioafl-pfoieriria amp and Pnior.h FET timer. 3L20B7
2 0PTIMUS’ -inSpeikefrnPH*
7b wans. 4Ci'202B
• LAB'390 RBrnl-eulofnilic, ilirec.t- 
dnvfi fufitfaiili: RfiaufiliJl procisioit •nsi'umfini. WtiM .’jl'.Qrrv.iKie 
magnofii; caifudgo & hingiicl flusl 
cdvijf. 4?'2',iG7
Comi! m and near llto syslt'in today - you'll warn lo fake it homo’
Super-mini stereo cassette player
Only 1-9/16 X 5-1 /8 x 5-5/16”. Will luck in the 
glove coriipafimen! o! mosl cars. [nd oMape 
aulo-stop (willi indicator lamp), locking fast for­
















Time-saver DUoFOUE'* 132 reo, 139,95









PRO-20 hoadphones have special 
2*1/2" ‘'low’anglo" drivers lor 
oiilBlanding bass, Frequency 
response: 20-16,000 Hz.
Store up to 32 15-digit riumbors lor "onrs-louch" local and long 
distance calls! Saves lime --- eliminates dialing errors, LEDs display 
numbers as dialed, operates as digital clock, or llmor for long 
distance caffs. 'Indudes AC adaptoi. Requires fJV bafterv* for




•LEO Channel Display 99*“
atillille T0C<4riA, OiHuxn onm- 
pau hii6,ih« tiiaiutdi, yau want 
Hy»lo»»iti»-lyp» SQuaif.h, moflula' 
lion Indicaiof, tiyiiii nod curomic 
tiiioro, (aiorntl look for uo« 
aa I mnhiH! PA tyslnin With liKklntj 
Hiuij'in mik«, biACkoi. haidwoft,
.. . dm, isiS!
THE VICTORIA AIRPORT
' W’ m . . tBmmmmmimmf





Comiilfito lino of 
Telepitono E(|uipmont
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They’re worth it!
“For the present you are not going to be 
required to take regular driving examinations,” 
this was the reply given to an enquiry from Sidney 
Old Age Pensioners’ Organization when it wrote 
asking whether the driving examinations might 
not once, again be held at Sidney as in former 
years. Only it it was so recommended by a police 
officer or by a physician after an accident, a 
spokesman for the motor vehicles branch con­
tinued.
The news was well received by pensioners, some 
of whom dreaded driving into the city to take 
their examinations, although their ability is 
perfectly adequate in a rural situation.
•Two new members Mrs. Garbutt and Mrs. 
Whittaker were introduced to a well-attended 
meeting of the OAPO on April 2. Both were 
formerly members of the Victoria branch. The 
main item of business was a fine report by Mrs. 
May Cornell of a self-help conference of seniors 
held at the University of Victoria recently.
Glen Farrell, director of University extension 
studies, had presided sufficiently informally, 
introducing the first speaker as one who was “as 
charming as her money” -- this was Mrs. Pat 
Fulton, the regional director of the New Florizons 
Program.
She was followed by Dr. Sylvia McDonald, 
chairman ol the National Advisory Council on 
Aging, a member of a religious order, and very 
knowledgeable about the problems of elderly 
people. It was her conviction that older citizens 
should not be separated from their juniors, but 
should intermingle with them to their mutual 
benefit.
The keynote address of the afternoon, con­
tinued the report, was delivered by Chuck Bailey, 
who gave some of statistics. The B.C. Provincial 
budget allotted $75 million to seniors, and the 
national budget $600 million, he said, but 
“whatever we cost, 1 am sure we are worth it,” he 
added modestly.
Dr. Clyde Slade of the university faculty ad­
dressed the gathering later, with advice about 
nutrition and exercise.
Camosun College now has a training course for
homemakers, which should help to relieve the 
present shortage of these valuable members of the 
community who make themselves available to do 
household tasks for the incapacitated.
Following the presentation of the report, the 
meeting made plans for the South Island Regional 
Conference of OAPO to be held in Sidney on 
April "9 beginning at 11 a.m. (This to ac­
commodate people coming long distances.) All 
members of the organization will be welcomed at 
the conference, but only three officially 
designated members from each branch will vote. 
From Sidney these will be Art Evans, Alec Clark 
and Mrs. Edith Smith.
Mrs. Sumpton proposed members all wear 
Easter bonnets at the next meeting. May 7, and 
the male members smilingly let the ladies get away 
with it.- “Those who fail to wear such finery are to 




Gettiag the garden 
ready for summer? A 4- 
H sale of bagged manure 
will be held 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday at the 
corner of Island View 
Road and Pat Bay High­
way.
N0AM miEStN
Clean your carpet 
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Cc n t r a! Saanich 
Senior Citizens plan 
their Easter luncheon 
and Easter Bonnet 
Parade on April 16 at 
the Lions Hall, East 
Saanich Road, the 
luncheon to start at 1 
p.m.
Drop-ins are held at 
the hall Tuesday and 
Thursday mornings 











Open Every Day At 11 AM 
Chiraese El Western Food
-Light Luncheons — Soft Ice Cream
Dine lira - Take Out
- 7 652-3622
6 power jets 
get the dirt 
other methods 
don’t reach!
(^ij) S'x Steamex power jets 
penetrate to ground-in dirt and 
old shampoo, yet are harmless 
to^arpet fibers.
Steamex solutions work 





The Cesarean Birth 
Group of Victoria meet 
April 14 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the board room of the 
Memorial Pavilion, 
Royal Jubilee Hospital, 
idr. Brian Pound will 
discuss “bondings” 
Everyone welcome, for 




-.THIS WEEKS SPICBAL 
Matching WESTINGHOUSE FRIDGE 
ADMIRAL RANGE with Hood $7£SO0
HARVEST GOLD i





Presents the second in a series of spring seminars dealing with 
relationship issues within the community.
EXPLOmNa CO^iiy^iTY THieOHH ART
Thursday, April 9,1981,7:30 p.m. at the Centre, 9813 - 5th St.
This series is phase ofie of a three part program designed to ac­
quaint community people with the work of C.C.C. Lea Mabberly, 
(iourtney Art Therapist will lead this seminar. The fee is $5.00 





iOlulions f.,ntv Hus si-fV pGood HowekMping^l
c jq;6 ij s finoi Svsu’iHs iiK.
STEAMEX -s a Pegixifjreo Serwce A T<ade Mark 
STEAMEX utilises tfie Hoi Water F»tracbon Process
Powerful Steamex suction 
draws dirt and solution into 
plastic tube—so you can see 
when carpet Is thoroughly clean. 
Restores fibers to upright 
position. And your carpet 
dries quickly.
Do it yourself and save!
Rent a Steamex. It's as simple 
to use as a vacuum. Gives 
professional results.- Freshen 
and beautify your carpet. Add 





1 HOUR DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE 
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
SPECIALIZING IN TAILORING, DRESSMAKING 
REPAIRS. ALTERATIONS ETC. - 
HOURS; 7:30 • B P.M. - SAT. B:30 ■ 5 P.M,
652-1555
7A ■ 7120 W. SuNctl RsaS 
In Tin Bnntwead YHnon.S^sm






WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMlf QUANT STOCKS LAST
Hi
STORE HOURS:=
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
fTHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-5:30
V
Home of SUPER aavinga!
Prices Effective: in Downtown Sidney
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STEAK.. . . . . . . . . lb.
EYE OF
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Real Estate 
: . . For Sal® : : ■
Real Estate ;. 
For Resut
: Real EstM® 
F&tr Sa§@ F&r Sai@ H®i|» yyanted iHossi Sales:





BRENTWOOD BAY, turnlshod units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V., free 
porking, maid service. Available 







For those wanting an in­
teresting 2 Br. home with a 
loft, cedar ceiling, old brick 
fireplace, studio, garage, 
seclusion, etc. Drive by 




SPLIT LEVEL, 3 bedrooms, 1 en sulte, 
l''j boths, finished basement, 
fireplace, 3 appliances, drapes. 
Availoble May I. $650 per month. 
656-2625 evenings. 2796-14
TYPESETTER REQUIRED Soskotchewan 
group ot weekly newspapers 
requires person experienced .in od 
typesetting and ad layout. Plant 
equipped with Compugraphic MDT 
350's and Trendsetter. Experienced 
persons only need opply. Please 
Phone (306)463-4611 or write Jim 





Member - Victoria M.L.S.
NEW LISTING 
Co/.y 3 bedroom home in 
Sidney. Super assumable 
mortgage. .lust the ticket 
for a first time buyer. Give 
me a call now. It won’t last 
long. $85,WO.
KAREL DKOST 656-2427
AVAILABLE TO WELL EDUCATED, 
compaioble mature porvon, non 
smoker, lo shofo seaside cotlogo. 
Own bedroom, bathroom ond kitchen 
priviledgos. SI75 per month. Apply 
Mollie Loino. 656-0134, 9:30 - 4:30
2793-U
BRAND NEW 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fridge, range, and drapes. Availoble 
Moy 1. S600 per month. Also. 1 
bedroom upper. 2 sundecks, Includes 
heal, water ond coble, $400 per 
month. 656-4845. 2811-14
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON 
required by expanding group of 
Soskotchewan weeklies. Experience 
necessary. We're looking for a 
dynamic go-getter, advancement 
possible lo right person. If you think 
you fit tho bill, phone (306)463-4611 
or write Stewort Crump. Box 1150, 
Kindersley. Sask. SOL 1 SO, NA-15
SIDNEY 
RENTALS LTD.
9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER,
We repair all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, April 10 
and 11. French Provincial coffee 
toble, "cherry", $125; stereo with 4 
speed record player and stand. 2 
speakers. $100: headboard apd steel 
bedframe for double bed. $45; 
dishes, pons, light fixtures; 2 sets 
bifold doors with hardware, $20 
eoch; 5-band radio, $10, and many 
otheritems. 652-5818. 2802-14
PIANO AND GUITAR lessons 
available locally at the English Music 
Studio. Fol, rock, classicol and jazz. 
Call Gil or Alister, 656-2242 or 656- 
4739. tf
550 SNEUING STREET (off Carey). 
April 11 and 12. Phone 479-3938. 1972 
Toyota Lond Cruiser; 1925 mantle 
chime clock; 1942 Notional RCK short 
wove rociover; men’s good quality 
golf clubs compiote, bog and cart, oil 




7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
652-4512
Learn with Ifie Oesi al me PeniOjula's largest 
lacilily, Insuuclion In piano, organ, guitar and 
accordian. Lann Copeland Music Conire. (Ill
ACCOUNTANT FOR FORD 
DEALERSHIP FORT NELSON, B.C. 
Knowledge ot deolership occounling 
preferred. Salary negotioble. Phono 





MULTI FAMILY GARAGE SALE. 
Household articles, baby furniture 
and clothing. 2203 Amolla, Saturday 




Newly listed 3 bedroom full 
basement home. 2 baths, 
workshop, fenced yard and 
great garden. $130,000.
PRIVACY!
Located in Sidney on a 
quiet cul-de-sac. 3 bdrms., 
1 '/i baths, rec room, deck 




Two landscaped waterfront 
lots with easy access to an 
c.xcellent beach. Main house 
1700 sq. f,t. on almost half' 
an acre of waterfront plus a 
guest cottage on the ad­
joining waterfront lot. 
S4%,000
Eric Graham Res: 656-4489
LARGE FAMILY HOME
S135,(XJO for this super 
family home. .Approx. 2114 
sq. ft. Priced right and 




Olliceb lor lease. 
Beacon Ave.. Sidney 
Elevator
Suite 209 ■ $90 p.m,' 
Suite 303 ■ $120 p.m,' 
Suite 207 • $125 p m ' 
'Plus operating costs 
CENTURY 21. 
RBUruS realty INC 
FRANK CSINOS, 652-1141
GENERAL DUTY REGISTERED NURSE 
required. R.N.A.B.C. Controcl, 
Accomodation available. Write or 
phone Director ol Nursing, St. 
Bartholomew's Hospital. Lylton, B.C. 
VOK IZO.orphone 112-455-2221. NA- 
1 4
ISUIND CEDAR ROOFING






Ooautiful tono. Cabinet needs some 
repair on lop. $600 firm. 658-88)0 
aftor 6 p.m. plooso. 14
ENNIS PIANO, iron fratno, good 
condttion. $1,300. 385-9114 after II 
a.nt, 2797-14
(2681*14)
1974 VEGA STATION WAGON.
$1,500, 10012- FifthSt.. Sidney. 2795- 
1 4
10'/2<Vo MORTGAGE i. EXPERIMENTAL FARM
When you drive past 8515in
3
2 year old split level 
spotless condition, 
bedrooms, $38,400 mtg. 




Dean Park 3 bedroom 2 
bathroom home. Very well 
■priced al $187,500. Call me 




Retail store lor lease. 
Beacon AVc., Sidney. 
1130 sq. It. $942 p.m. plus 
plus operating costs.
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
1962 VAUXHALL STATION WAGON,
good transportolion, $250. 656-3010. 
2 8 10*14




ARBUTUS REALTY INC, 
FRANK CSINOS. 652-1141
0611-I'
BEETHOVEN UPRIGHT PIANO. 
Beautiful tone. Cabinet needs some 
repair on top. S600 firm. 658-8810 
alter 6 p.m, please^
1969 CORTINA, safety tested to April, 




Great 3 or 4 bedroom home 
on Malaview Ave. Big 
bright kitchen with eating 
area and deck. Basement 
with family room. Separate 
garage. MLS. $115,000.
'Vv'i ;4PLEX-:''
2 blocks south of Beacon 
; Ave; 3 - 1 'bedroom and 1 
bachelor. 2 lots. Good 
condition, $160,000.’
r GURTEIS PT- LQT 
;Gbrgepus 3/4 acre seaview 
lot. Piped water plusWell. 
Fully fenced and covered 
with holly trees. Superior 
area, $135,000.
Emard Terrace, you will see 
a super-quality, custom 
built home. There are two 
bedrooms on the main, with 
good views from the living 
and dining areas, as well as 
the kitchen and den. The 
850 sq. ft. on the lower level 
is attractively finished with 
another 4 piece bathroom, 
2nd fireplace in a family^ 
room. The sundeck, large 
cement patio, circular 
driveway, beautiful lan­
dscaping, are a few of the 
features you will discover in 
viewing this special ex­
clusive 'listing. Asking 
-$189,5bO.--,',T''./':'":
F;ric Graham Res: 656-4489
POSSIBLE 
SUBDIVISION 
A home with 3 BR and set. 
on almost 'A acre presents 
that future potential you 
have been seeking. Price 
$140,000.
KAREL DROST 656-2427
WANTED REMOTE V. SECTION IN B.C. 
YUKON. ALBERTA. Not logged off. 
Road access not necessary. Write 
Tammy Helfrich. General Delivery, 
Engen.B.C. VOJ IMP. NA-14
2 RESPNSIBIE YOUNG MEN will do 
mowing, yard work and clean up.
656-3502. 2726-14
HELPI Our country tormfious'e has 
been sold. 2 responsible female 
degree students desperately seek 2-3 
bedroom house, collage or duplex in 
rural or Victoria area. Will coretake. 
References. 385-9113. 2792-14.
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
landscaping. Also garden, design. 
Call Charles Voutrin, 656-1595 after 5 
p.m. tf
SOLD HOUSE. Drapes, woven wood 
shades, shutters, curtoins, almond 17 
CU. It. frig., carp'ets, misc. household 
and workshop items. 656-5751 or 
view 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. Saturdoy and 
Sunday, April 11 and 12 at 9346 
Webster Place, Sidney. 2780-14
Book now lor summer dresses. Also wedding, 
bridesmaid & gradualion dresses.
Call 656-1690
alter 7 p m,'
(2774-17)
NEW 9.8 MERC. Longsholt with tonk 
and gas line. 5900. 652-9727 alter 5 
p.m. ■ 15
Legais
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035.
37-1I
INCINERATOR BARRELS, S6.00 eoch 
(S7.50 delivered). Phone 656-1510. 
Proceeds lo support the Peninsula 
Midget Rep. Hockey Team Winnipeg 
Tournament. 2803-14
8 FT. "VEDCO" Transport. Canada 






3/4 B.R. Sidney. Available 
immediately. Call:
.lUDI PARFITT 656-4000
STARTER HO.MEfor young couple, up 
to $75,000. 382-4751 alterSp.m. 
'2747-1 5 '
RELIABLE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT.
Will take care of your home or in­
vestment property. Agreeable to 
vacate during summer months if 
preferred. Experienced, bonded.. 
References upon request. Reply lo 




SENIORS WANT lurnished 2 bedroom 
apartment lor 2*6 months, starting 
mid-April or May, Sidney areo. J. 
^Thompson,' P.O. Box 885, Sutherlin, 
Oregon. 97479. ,2744-14,
TWO FEMALE ROCK VOCALISTS wont 
to get ,into serious Rock Band. Can 




Pork, Veal and Lamb. Freezer Cut.




FOR RENT: 30 It. boathouse, located 
Van Isle Marina. $150 per month. 
656-1577, alters p.m. 2807-14
THINKING OF SELLING? Let the "No 
' Commission :Systom7 work for you. 
Call Darroli; 388-5454, Pager 934. 
2704-15
WISH TO PURCHASE PRIVATELY, 
older 2 bod. SXS duplex or '/i duplex. 
Controi/Eost Soonlch or Brontwood 
droo. 652-0088. 2700-17
HOME&SUITE 
3 bedroom home with a 
professionally finished 2 














Again available for 
"and suijieun^ng district.
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 $1.50; '/a'' plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint. 24 oz. $1.00: 3/16 $2.00: Works 
at 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday B a.m. • 
12 noon. Closed Wednesdoy. 656- 
6656: • tf
HAKO INDUSTRIAL SWEEPER 1800- 
Diesel 1981. 60 hr. since new. Brush 
plus vacuum. Full hydrostatic drive, 
with or without trailer. 112-747-2965 - 
5-10 p.m. or 112-992-2206, 7:30 a.m. - 
4 p.m, 2782-14
25 TON BAY CITY CRANE, excellent 
condition, new brake system, 2 new 
spools. 3/4 coble, new Pennant lines, 
60 foot boom, 20 foot jib, 185 
Cummins in truck. Wokosho Engine in 





Older character home on 1 
acre in Deep Cove. 100’ of 
frontage. Superb property. 
$365,000.









Each side consisting of 1120 
sq. ft. with cosy living 
room, 3 bedrooms, I'/z 
baths, family-sized kitchen 
and large utility room. 
Fully fenced separate back 
yard. Easy care stucco 
exterior. Large 75x125 lot. 





PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER, 'A - 1 doy 
por week for North Saanich Graphic 
Design Studio. Journo!, pcyablos ond 
receivables, billing, etc. Looking for 
a good noturod well organized 
person who likes to work without 




Also excellent crev^s 
available for larger jobs.
656-2210
BUY AT DEALERS PRICE 
: 14'; wood band saw $449„;
. " 6" Long Bed Joiner Planer $449 
36" Wood Turning Laihe $255 ;
12 speed Drill Press $222' .
6" Double Bench Grinder $92 
Horizontal/vertical Melal Band Saw S306 
Victoria Recycling Discount Siore, 2745 
Douglas SI.. 386-6524. 381-5353 evenings, 
388-6275 pager 877 anytime,
D6C CAT ,1974 Bush guarded angle 
blode. ; Excellent, ; condition, ' 
I $64,000.00, D4 Cat Winch and Blade,.
good condition, / $8,000.00.,'. Atlas 
' Copco Jumbo “complete with 2 rock 
drills, good condition, $14,000.00. D7 
3T Cat, motor generator set. Foir 
/running condition, $3,900.00. D7 3T 
Cot motor, $2,500.00. D. Martin 
Equipment office 112-372-5642, 
Residence 112-374-6507. NA-14
SEALED TENDERS lor the projectfs) or ser­
vices listed below, addressed lo the unersign- 
ed at 739 West Hastings Slreel, Vancouver. 
B.C. V6C 1A2. and endorsed with the project 
name and number, will be leceived until 3:00 
PM, Vancouver lime, on Ihe specilied closing 
date. Tender documents may be obtained at 
Ihe office ol the undersigned. Room 405, 739 
West Hastings Street, Vancouver. B.C.
Project No. 2-F30-012 - Janitorial Services, 
Victoria AirpoiT, B.C.
Closing Date: ,3:00 PM, Vancouver time. 
April 28. 1981
Site Meeting: Interested parlies are advised 
lhal a pre-bid site meeting will be held at 
10:00 AM, April 13, 1981, in theaitport boar­
droom ai Victoria InternationaT Airport.
Tender documents may also be picked up 
from the Airport Manager's ollice,:Victoria In­
ternationaT Airport.
To be considered each lender must be sub­
mitted on Ihe terms supplied by the Deparp' 
ment, and must be accompanied by the 
security specified on the tender documents:' 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac- 
;. cepted-;'. ■





GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Schuckrpann. 656-1990^ 0787-11
JEutiL






' ' St/hsty, fi.'C.
656-5511
mfp'Lo. ,
No" '$tep . 'Has "2.





3 bedroom (master cnsuitc) 
full basement home. L 
shaped living room and 
dining room with floor to 
ceiling slate fireplace, 
Unsement ba.s family room 
with a brick fireplace and 
rcc room is partially 
developed. Close to 




aroo ACII* tN AIJSIBTA, 1600
boiow# Ofoilni# l•l^•»•, 1 MO 
(KIM Ll*or»<<, two i»t» buKdlhfli.
tun Im* U*uu(:ii n'lii!',, .itiuvIiii.tHy.
M34. NA-U
7929 Patterson Rd. 
Sannicliton 
Open House 
Saturday, April 11 
2-4 p.m.
Gorgeous 4-bcdroom home 
oozing wilh quality. The 
sunken living room has a 
vaulicd cedar ceiling and 
date full length hcatilator 
fireplace, A rnoitcrn kitchen 
boasts lovely oak cup­
boards, Iluili-in oven and 
dishwasher and Jeon-Air 
riange, 3 biiihroorns arc 
graced by inarhlc fixtures 
and finishing wilh exit a 
large tub and double sinks 
in master, The large sunken 
family room ha.s a (loor-to- 
ceiling brick lieaiilator 
fireplace and large sliding 
glass doors opening onto a 
sundeck. Other features 
include • built-in vacuum 
and intercom systems, 
ihermopanc windows and 
loads of storage space 
throughout, En,ioy the 
panorama unrestricted view 
of water and mountuins. 
This delightful home 
nestled on a large nicely 
landscaped lot at the end of 
■ a quiet cul-de-sac is new on 
the markcM, Priced at 







Very attractive and im­
maculate year old 3 
bedroom split level with 4 
pee. bathroom plus unique 
3 pee. en suite in the master 
bedroom. Ample room for 
expansion below. $125,0(X). 
MLS,
Giles Pcrmlcau 656-4525 
John Hell 477-2562
BOOKKEEPER REQUIRED far flight 
school at Victoria Airport. Accounts 
rocolvoblo, payabla and cheque 
register. One-write oxporionco 
helpful and typing an osset. Part-time . 
approximately 20 hrs. per week. 
Apply in own handwriting with 
rosumo lo #730. 1070 Douglas Street, 
Victoria, B.C. VBW 2C4. 2786-14
TROY BUILT 
CUSTOM ROTOTiLLING
Treat your g.ir(1on lo the best at no extra cost.
Call Pat 656-4244
(2755-11)
LIKE NEW matching Wostinghouso 
(ridge, Admiral range wilh hood, 
Harvest Gold, $765; 17 cu. ft.
Marquette deep freeze, (top needs 
touch up), $325: dryers from $85; 
Washers from $65: Trade-ins
weicome'al Dave's Appliance Centro, 
2449B Beacon (behind Suntime 
Yochls). 656.3813,  2B04-14
HAKO INDUSTRIAL SV/EEPER, 1800 
Diesel, 198], 60 hour since new. ' 
Brush plus vacuum, full Hydrostatic 
Drive with or without trailer. Phone 
747-2965 - 5 p.m. - 10 p.m. 112-992. 




5 OAK BARRELS, $12 each: 5 half 
barrels, $8 eoch. 656-6656; 2806-14
FOR SALE: Portoblo Sawmill complete 
with Top-Saw, odgor, log deck, woslo 
conveyor, burner ond 6110 GMC 
power unit. For information phono 
112-847-2879 or 112-847-9278, NA-14
Macs, sportons, Goldon Delicious 
and good windfalls. 6266 Oldfield 
Rood, south off Keating X Rood. 
Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. dally. 2061-tf
LE COTEAU FARMS
STUDENT TO SIT 8 year old after 
school till 5 p.m. Close lo Prairie Inn. 
652-9952 alior 6 p.m. 2798-14
TREE WORK. Falling, lopping, pruning 
or shearing. Reasonable roles. 656- 
2382 . 2679-14
CLEARANCE Sale of flowering trees.
shrubs, bamboo. Shieling Nursery, 
600 Brookloigh Road, immodiotoly 
North of Elk Lake. 658-5779. (Closed 




Mac's, lOc 10 20c per Ib, Span,ins, 10c Io 
25c per Ib, Kepi Iresh by lemporalurc control. 
Opert (l.iily, 9-5 p.iri
304 Wallnn Place oil Oldllald 
658'-588R,
(1852-111
ELDERLY COUPLE, comlorlahlo rural 
homo, require livo-ln
hnusekoopor'companlon with car. 
Good solary, 65B.8039 , 2794-14
GARDEN ROTOVATING,





PART TIME BUS PERSON required, 
rkiys ond ovonings. Mini bo nool ond 
prosonlablo. PHone Luke, 6 5 6 3541, 
ol Iho Deep Cove Chalet. 2801-14
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS, lull o. port 
lime, rnoining shift. For appointment, 
call Porlor House Roslaurunl. 652- 
1764, 2012-14
ROTOVATING
For established gardens. Small 
powerful machine. Free 
estimates. Call Bob, -656-3635
i?fin5-i?)
moving. Viking olociric stove, 
rofrigorolor. Harvest gold; BoycrosI 
{Holpoinl) woshor, dryer, while. All I 
year old, mint condition 652-1754,
2 813-14
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS, grades ond nip. 
freshening April, May, Juno, V/o also 
have opon heifers end calvns.
' Registered slock and grades. Con 
deliver. Phono (403)652-7371. NA-U
i)i;i-;i» GovK
Own your own wall to wall 
hi'ick fiiopliice, Large 
kiichen wilh 2 ealing aieas. 
Beauliful sun room ami 3 
liL'ilroonis on a double loi 
lijdii .'icross'the Slreel fiom 
ilie sea. I’m your skills 
logetlici lo ereaie your own 
style of living room 
downsiaiis, A real steal at
.1
$1,V3,0(XV.
Cull Ih'ier llihnlson 3HH.
54(»4, pugiT 870 i*r Dim 
VViiMis. 3HK.54/.4. Huger 
875. Reiilty World. 
M«eLe4»il &■ Assoc. 381- 
3131.
COMPUTIRIIIO INFOWMA1ION 
ACREAGE, HOMES, InvoHmont 
pinpmty Btlllih Colemhiq's West 
Cnosl. Confect Bob Mflnnos, Sle.k 
end Pouglns Hnelly l.lrf,, 13119 Isl 
Avenue. MlOilon. B.C. V2V IGS. 
Phono ir/r<36.'/117 NA;14
Pinducltvi* woiking men’s form. 47 
rirros In 2 piireels 15 Olid 3'2 acres. 
tiKoalino 1X10 0 p m Irtrgo rnpnriiy 
utility hern, atoonltouttii, oquipmoni 
rtuul rm.'l ruturr o.ilt.ulldv.g* Clns^lr
rhoior.i«i home comploirt with in law 
Of holpor’s Hullo, rineridnl (Iguros 
trow tho 19(KT to* ynur ovollohio lo
UUi.iiliiiit jHinhysiufi
for more Informolion conloO loo 
Ctirielf Izerd of 74tl 7986 or Irene 
Coiroll, of 74) 9164 of J.H. Whillome 
k Co Orniled > 351 Trern Conodn 
ih'Uli*.uy. (-.UHtu... dtC.i Jrl. ui 7, 
Phone 113'74«.M8t. N,A-t4
MOORE k fklESEN. ChuiTtiii.d 
Airouninnis, loquito o senior 
Ivjokkuopof, who must have public 
prutlire experience, II you quollfy, 
plea*.) rnll 657)'5547 for on Interview,
7HI(I-14 _ ........ -
EARN pbirENflAi inrowo on port 
lime rir lull lime, riolning Is nvailnhln 
Ip those wfio ore owltlhous «nd 
sincere ehoul v/oiklng, for qp. 
|,»uulini.nl, 11)116Wi'3773 mornings.
'71116-14 ^    ;
ciVANiNGT'ADYT’Vhour* on rTidnys, 
(,S6-33'J7 allot ()p.m,^ ^ .i'i'J’;.!,''
EXPERiTNCED'r’co¥k’''and’' doirvo/y 
[Kirson, Apply In person only lo 
l-Jdysslo HesUiuituil, 97U5 I dih 'jtieel. 
Sulney, 6V) 55'76. 3H3314
I'AINtfBSl 40 ronm holei nnd 
rmilnuronl nenr Vrinrouvet, (I.C, 
'neming romplmlen rei^uires smoll 
(x'linting (ontriiclor lo slotl April'37, 
1981 Owner will piovide veluciss, 
loom, homd ond leluin oir fare lor 
Clew Cnll Ml, Ginen (cnller.l) 113- 
9115 347.(1,
YOUR Ti’6RRVlsT'"¥*’T.'*T’ielna 
slrnlint) needlecrafi kits, (parly 
plen). enn give you oxlrq Income, the 
Cioolivo Citr.le, 40fl-36A Avenue, 
'kiulh. Cionhfook, B.C V'C 4V'7. 
Phone U3,436. 7551________NA 14
"REUxiD.......---j;—
ilcentiKl. experienced reol estnte 
srilespeiSnn needetj (c4 smolt Irrwn 
offite. No open houses, lillle nlghl 
wpik, ne high pressure noiefed, 
Moving qssiilflime ond gucitoritelKl 
income apHon ovolinhto. Coll or write 
ll.vyd Of Hellene Hooper, Inierinr 
yjesi Rnolty ltd Box Kid, pflnfelnn. fl C, VOX two. Phone 113-395 69B4,
NA' 14 ' ; .... ' _
CHARGE PHYItCmriRAPiif l'140 bid 
ui uln f-*inndud ruin T nn-ei Jrills.^ 
Hespdet needs keen PhysloiheropiO 
itj lend rleyeteping deportment, Fot 
mformolicin opply: Petsonnel, 
Mission MernpHof Hospital, '7334
1lu:d uiivwl. .ViMSK.!,, 3,v. Vx 7 -.11),
Phon»l13 # 36 6361 NA,14
CHESTERFIELD SUITE, $400; coffee 
toble, $135; kitchen fable and lour 
chairs, $flO; color T.V, Admirol 19", 
$375: bross lito screen, $50; bmirooin 
siiiln, Kranhler. SilOd- drossinq lohiti 
and chest of drawers, $375; Sunboam 
electric lawnmower, $110. 657|.7773 




PAPER  'pnllols) $5 00 eoch. 
take your pick. Manning Press, 9835 - 
3rd St, fiidnoy. IS
With Mfiy pTiblinfi Dniin yfui' i.tnd t|y l,,i5f!t 
Niuiniipil rtl,'\in,ig.i (ilnw f n'c D'ilmi.ilM f',iii 




SPRING SPECIAL, Greenhouse 
I'ilunglqss corruqninci SO'-'i inch wide 
Hot .III iiK-li, '70 your wqiirjidy, 
VVIujIusoIo prices. B.J.H. flliiilgloss 
Panels tid,. 57410 - 198 Sifeol,
l.an(jioy, B C, V3A 4A7, Phone 113- 
534,5617. NA.t4
MAN, to YEARS, single, tellnhle, 
clean, tidy, ordeily, mmsmnlitir, 
non-diinker, luisl roletentoi wishes 
Ip lake late or guard ony type of 
piepoily (3 trjein oi.cummodolinn) 
around the Sidney, Vlciorio, Comox, 
Coinpbell IHyei oreti, PInoso lonlcitl 
Mr C. Oreul, 104 655 MnbotUiy Rd., 
Voncotivel, VSZ4(13, 3'743-14
WOOD WINDOWS AMO DOORS I 
B,C's lowest pilcesi Huge selerllon. 
Now slocking pine double glazed 
windows, Welker Door; Vancouver 
113(367.-! 101), tri7i6 SlwV Marine 
Drive, V7iP 529 or N. Vancouver 113 
(985 9714) 1589 Gordon Avenue, V7P 
:)A5, no If
CHICKS. Brown egg layers, while egg 
layers, meol birds. Order early ■ ship 
anywhere, Napier Chick sales, 6743 - 
316lh SI., Box 59. Milner, B,C, VOX 
1T0 , 2379-11
FOR ADOPTION. One spoyod Inmalo 
Ainoricon Pit Bull cross, 4 years old. 
Silver bi inrile colour, 656-6883. '3787-
I .1 ■ .... .
CANO RANCH HORSE SLJPER 
MARKET. Young mglslorod quai 
lerliorses,;. ihoroughbieds, leorns 
1ep bleeding. Well tiorliid, 15*'. off 
rHiirbesei. brtloce 5 April, 81. Perry 
8umh.,Corho Craek, flC. VOK IHO 
Phone 1 13 457 (.486 er 113-393 447i9,
NA. I * . .....................____ ___
REGi s TE RE D N6 H W E GI AN 
EIKHOUN05, top quality pups, 
nilult, hreeiling nock. Also sinmiing 
two rpniHniTiofse stallions, sen of Sir 
Quinry, Dan, grnndsnn al Doc flof. 





Enniish-Ftunf;h or l-nmch-Fiiglish, 







ill,, (i.iii.;., ! ,5 8,i,,,i r:.,
linnery • invil,uionr, - Flynn , lirLepi 
Cauls ■ Menus • Cal-iloouns - f.lt
2086 Airdalo Placo, 
Sidney, B.C.
656-7911
CAI, I. U;, AND SAVt I
Osl
INCOME TAX RETURNS Piepatet), 
Dlstounl lor seniors. Experienced. 
7.56 1390, 354 M 7
INCOME TAX PREPARATION, Pet, 
sanal, farineis. ITshemmn, Small 








Owner Will Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders,
Phonfl 656-4754
PLEASE DON'T TMROV/ THOSE UN­
WANTED cpuponi away, Send lo Apt, 
310853 Selkirk Avenue, Vlcloria,
V9n3T7, _ ________  3<rfl< l4
GAS LAWNMOWIR W ANTIO, in good 
wo I k in g c 0 n d il 1f ,1*
VYANTEDjtmy type ot pinsne models. 
Hors, liutks, planes, »1c.). ftefl or 
minimal cosl. Will pick up. Coll 7*56- 
7073 alter 6 p.m,
HAWIl MOIOINOS LTD,
Mobile hnmei locqlerf In park* on 
pods, LIHIogs ond soles. V/o welcome 
oil enguliles tortteinlng Wheel 
r.slole. Listings wonted. Phone 113- 
585 :i7i33 (collect), 137)43 ICWiliAvo,, 





Wii p.iy you Ini your ii.iiiiu/ ;iiut Nit 
ViiTriii.i f'ttiiyi'iiifi Cl' iniiiki yiiii 
.Hiii (ifr.1.1 ;,ifli !>;3fi:‘i (ivtuimo'i 
;tK(t h:-’?') psfliT 117 7
IT€tmmmryuiiiTuiiEr^mmi'.
:»f'lacpri groutw, bric.lwlor nuilati, individual 
piece*, hide *-tmmI9, roliawayi, month to 
monih. , .
IDEAL LOCATION AVAHARIE lar
your gorag# sale, Sunday* only.





210468 TMANS CANADA IIH.IIVV.W, IIIlTd. AN, ICC V'7l .1(17, 
JiW 447,5 VnWMONI IHOYAI, OAK), V|i;t(.rl<IA, fl 7,: V8/ 61 fl
COMMU74ITV COUNSEllINO CENTRE,
(formeity Soonlch Penlruula 
Guidance Aiioclollon), Service* far 
the fnmily, Indlvldunl. manfoge and 
(amity cnuriiolllng 656-1347, 9813 
Eilfh Street, ^ney, if
Wednesday, April 8,1981 THEREVIEW Page 21
Fers®iisil$
DO YOU WORK NEAR FORT &
BLANSHARD, and live in Sidney? 
Need on© passongor to fill my Hondo. 
Arrive Victoria 0:15, leave 4:30, $35 
monthly. Non-smoker. More Info. 




® Bus. Consultant 
«Income Tax
Phone 6S2-I769
THE PENINSULA PLAYERS AND FINE 
LINE PLAYERS presents "an Evening 
of Ono*Act Ploys" ot the Eric Martin 
Pavilion theatre, 2328 Trent Street on 
April 10, 11 & 12. 8 p.m. Tickets: S2 
for students and senior citizens; $3 
for adults. Obtainable from Members 
of Peninsulo Players or at the door.
1 4
sT. ANDREW'S A.C.W. will hold 3
Spring Tea Saturday, April 11, from 2 
• 4 p.m. ot Morgoret Vaughon Birch 
Hal, 4lh. Street. Sidney. Eoster cords, 
novelties ond homo baking for sole. 











"From Fstimate lo 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"








Service Residenlial - 
Commercial
or finnil
u'c will lio iheiii nil."















|e Radiator Repairs |
Call 656-5581 







Gouernnicru a?rr(/(t‘d rechnf- Trucking, Excavating and
cfan u'Hh 35 years experience* Backhoe work. ,
IM £/L’crroM(c and
Repairs.' 556 Downey Road 















Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs. appliance connections,




IniliLstrial - Residcntiiil 
Co 111 me rein I Wiring 











« backhoe service 
® plowing, cultivating 
& rotovating :






Rolovatino, levelling, landscape 
preparation. From ond loader,
656-6573
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS . 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sovigny 656-3583
iwiWWiiillfniNii,iwiiflllWlli»W
v'l?' ij'r, k, I I
Sidney Rotovating
I’lmigliing, Levelling, 
I'-ence Posts, Digging, 50 
































9240 Canora Rd. 
656-5352
Landscaping
AJAX HOME Mini 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Wliiilnw* Hooif • Carpi’l*

















•nnuign thiiHion piantmi) 
•inUiiKir.iimg iumkilIw p.iiiro, waiioi
or (invewJvii








■«i. fVW. ■ 
LiiiiidNt’tipilifi; Ltd.
Wi'hltU'iUlttl. f oniim'ivliil Mihl 
thtlH'ttut'd'fhiti
kilAn Uf il KnRnUH lid. 
lliTfdnmiitl INjr
A & B BOAT TOPS
Complete Boat UphoLlety 
EJanvas Bol Top- 
Camper Cushions, 
Repairs









10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY
JET-VAC
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 





CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR CITIZENS 
will hold their Eoster Luncheon and 
Eostor Bonnet Parade on Thursday. 
April 16 at the Lions Holl, Eosi 
Soonich Rd. Luncheon to stort \ 
o'clock. "Drop Ins" ore hold ut tho 
hall Tuesday and Thursdoy mornings. 
10 o.m. • 12 noon. 14
RUp¥rT NIGI^^^ h Ann"J^l
Reunion, May 2, 1901 Italian Centro. 
3075 Slacan Street, Vancouver. Music 
by Mori Kenney''. Tickets limited. 
Contact Sid Alexander. 385-5465. 15
FASHION SHOW AND LUNCHEON. St. 
Elizabeth's Church, 1003-3rd. St. April 
27lh. horn 11:30 • 2 p.m. Advance 
Tickets only. $6.00, availoble ot Cat's 
Wfiiskers . Pink Kitten, Town Squore 
Shoos. Sidney Florol Gollery. Info. 
656-1857. 16
Afinbuiiceaients 





IHESEl. AM) (;/\S 
C'omplctc IiiNtalUUion.s
Kfbuilfhiigi'.xliaust systiMUs. for pio- 










Qualily Work - Froo Esliimlas 
Finishing Carpeniry, Renovalions. 
Basement Suites, etc. Helerencos 
available.
656-7370
LECTURE/SLiDE series on ancient 
Greece, 1981, four consecutive 
Wednesdays, 7:30 - 9:30 at UVic's 
Cleorihue A106. starting April 8. $20 
for series or $5.00 each lecture. Pre­
register at UVic Extension. 477-6911, 
local 4802. 13
LAD)^! Do you onjoy singing? if so, 
why not join us on Monday evenings, 
7:45 p.m., Masonic Hall, corner 4th 
and Mt. Boker, Sidney. No auditions, 
not necessary to reod music. Contact 
Pat Marsh, 656-5761, after 7 p.m., or 






Special rates for 






, ® 22, years plupTbing 
experience iii B.C; .















Repairs to Lawnmowors, 
Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc.
. Tur^Upt
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
/ Sidney'' : ■'■'' ■■
J.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
6405 OLDFIELD RD.. R.R. 43 
VICTORIA. B.C., VBX 3X1
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 





































Marine, Auto tt Safety Gian 





0114 McDonald PArk Pd
PENINSULA FIGURE SKATING Club 
onnual general meeting April 22 at 8 
p.m. Lounge ot Panoroma Leisure 
Centre. 2 executive positions are 
vacant. get involved. Submit 
nominations to the nomlnotlng 
committee by April 8. Call 656-6868, 
656-7058 or 656-5996. 1 6
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a worm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Resthaven or coll us at 656- 
5537. : tf.
UNIVERSITY VYOMEN'S CLUB of 
Victoria’s Book Sole. Thursday, April 
: 9, 9:30'.a.m: to 9:00 p.m, Hillside; 
Moll. Proceeds to support annual 
scholarships ond bursories owarded 
to UVic and Camosun students. 14 
YM-YWCA Bicycle Mointenonce 
course, runs from April 27 to Moy 25. 
Mondoys, 7 - 9 p.m; Room A.* This 
course is designed for those who 
wont to do Q spring overhaul on 5 and 
TO speed bikes. Register ot the YM- 
YWCA, 880Courtney St., 386-7511. T4 
THE VICTORIA SOOETY OF ARTISTS 
wiirprosont an exhibition of fromed 
paintings in oijs, acrylics, water­
colours and pastels in The Mayfair 
' Shopping Centro, April 20 - 25th. Incl.
_________ 14
VICTORIA |V90l^OA5TMlSTRESS CLUB
will moot Princess Mary, Wednesday 
April 15 at 10 a.m. Visitors welcome. 
BfunchSS.SO. Info. 30B-4349. 14
4H BAGGED MANURE SALE, 
Saturday, 9 a.m. • 2 p.m. Corner 
Island View Rd. ond Pot Bay High* 
woy. 14
ThTTeSAREAN BIRTH GROUP OF
VICTORIA will moot Tuosdoy, April 
14/81 at 7:30 p.m. In tho Board Room 
of the Memorial Pavilion, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital. Dr. Orion Pound will 
discuss "Bonding.'' For Information, 
coll 479-6837.
THE "victoria CHAPTER OF THE
Intornotlonol Association of Cancer 
Victorh & Friends Is holding their 
rogulnr monthly mooting April 0th, 
7;30 p,m. Senior Citiion’s Holl, 1330 
Fairfield Rd, near Moss St, Subloct; 
Pro life for Abortion,. olso 
Preventive Medicine. Public 








I'lH all V'"<i rool’ing nwils. 
Sliiiki'*., Shiiiijics, Tar 











than a car pool!
GIrn n llllNm* tma 4:111,1
fWlLK f
._JSTOVE Ltd./
X 'lom McboiiRld Park Rd.
, T'r^i 
MnkorB of fino 




"You don't hove 





a* rah»««a IMWIMMW «IV MiVMiW Mmrm
NORTH AMERICAN INTERPLANETARY 
SOCIETY INAISj moollna, 7 p.m, 
luotrlay April 7lh lr\ Iho vmnll 
room ol tin, Ornaliif VUlotlq
Pulilii; I Ihrnry, 7.15 DtouQhtcio 51, A 
lilm on tho Canotlinr Challonnor 
Ihulnnu. Jol anil slldni. ol Iho rotonl 
Voyoflor Scilijtn micounlat will bo 
loatiHiKl. All |nl»itul(iiLmomb«i'» ol 
Ihu public urn Invilnil. , 14
COMMIHEE INVITES (firinnr t«»iilonH 
to torn.i homii Inr Iho tinnlvnr«aty 
Hninororninti Colobrtilioni. Jiifui !')■ 
71: 1901 lot marii tloliillii, wrllo IUi» 
1075,5imimiirliintl, nYL VOII IZO,
NA ■ 14 , '
NATION AL~”PRTsONiir'”Of*^ 
ASSOCIATION VlMoflii Convanllon 
finpiBmlwr 74th • 77lh foi Hnlnllv 
(oniiK.i Normon ItghonUnln, 
f'KHhinril H.C. Choplor ifDOT-Vlua Vnil 
Slrnijt, 5Hln»y, fLC.m DCT, NA14
TlTf'‘¥oop~“iHEPLiw5“THrTiT^^
fOUNDAIION Ifmnh* oil Ihove who 
rlonoloil flCMnit lo Ihitli fililnay Finn 
MaiknUlall which rnliie<H40l fl4, 14
kin()l(i, rllvorcniL wldowoil, 
.opnrnlwl pnf»on» In "Similny Night 
Dnming Sixlol' VTIO • 10 p.m, /DZ 
CnrmoHint St, (tik i, Moll). Ftoo Dnneo 
l(iiii.on», cnllnB, Inlnfinollon coll M7* 
t»;i:i, _ „
cdunCTmiESr "and
(Kjclinl f)oak* ol Ihn honk »rjl« by lh« 
Womnn'y CammlllBn, All Cloilory ol 
Orcoifif V|c.lorla, April If In ih« 
Gijllnry'* Ftiynr, 10 a,m, ■ I p in. For 
Inlormnllrm, MniTo A»h, 577 W45, 14 
ATtENTI0N"'V0RMEB"uURlNTs”'0»' 
PRINCETON SENIOR SECONDARY. 
Oioml Hnmn Cootlnu Wer, 15 ond Ui, 
Itivi npprjrliinlly to rnmlnlvc# In old 
vihonl. l or irdnrinaiion wrilo lo (Iuk 
SOfiPilncnlon, K.C VOvTWO, _NA'U
THE *"'vANcduviF....'"'illAND
COAHTION fO» DHAPMAUrNT will 
pt»»»nl o film ihmwlng tha mirrnulul 
rrinvnulon ol on oirrn manulorlurlnfl 
pitml lo ih« prortocllari of n»arl»d 
nvilinn qftoiK, o» o null ol Ibii 
infiinti-a Fly In, Mra,sn Tun. Ho/ X pill
7lh nl 7 ,10 p.m, a1 1M1 Fata 5l, 
(Fflwndi Maallng Houva), tha public 
I* wolcoma, for ininrmnllon phona 
M7.5I70 NA.14
By HELEN LANG
li i.s now April, so as soon as you can walk on 
your soil you .should prepare to dig over your 
vegetable garden. If you have a large area you 
may want lo liave il roiolilled — most of us don’t 
own one of these wondcrous machines but if you 
consult the classified sceiion of your newspaper 
you’ll see lots of ads regarding rototilling services.
I'wo sugge.stions on this: 1) Enquire as to the 
size of tlie machine, and hire one suitable lo do 
your particular job. and 2) Ask what the charge 
will be for your garden area.
One year wc (in all innocence) ended up with a 
huge machine iht dug far deeper than either 
dcsireablc or necessary, did some gratuitous and 
damaging pruning lo our dwarf fruit trees and left 
me in a state of shock al the size of the bill:
If you have a small garden, you could hire 
someone to dig it for you (secondary schools 
often have a list of students who want work) or if 
you have the time and energy, you may want to 
do il yourself.
Before you start, lake a good file and sharpen 
your shovel. . . it helps. Next spread whatever 
compost you have. We have found it wise, unless 
you have a huge amount, to spread it about three 
inches deep over the area needing it most. Next 
year you can move on lo another area and 
concentrate on it. This way you achieve maximum 
benefit.
Over the rest of the garden spread either rotted 
cow manure, horse manure, or seaweed. Follow 
this with a sprinkling of commercial fertilizer, 
another scattering of lime (skip the tomato patch 
and the strawberries) and finally, add a layer of 
peatmoss about an inch deep . . . more if you are 
''''■rich! ■
The peat added last, keeps your feet clean — 
well, cleaner. . . If your garden soil is heavy, or is 
mostly clay, you might aLso add a tvyo-inch layer 
'of sand. . '■-'
1 know that this sounds like an awful lot of 
work, but in a couple-of years you will have soil
that will be the envy of) everyone in the neigh-L 
bourhood. Now the digging may begin, and don!t 
feel that ydii have to do the wlidle thing in one 
day.^ . . there is lots of time, y >
bon’t attempt to dig your soil tod deeply; ; 
eight inches is plenty for everything except 
parsnips and maybe the extra long variety of 
carrots; Deeper than that and you tend to dredge 
up less desireable clay, etc., from underneath.
As you dig, take out any perennial weeds and 
grasses, especially those with long underground 
roots. These latter 1 would burn or put in the 
garbage can — they seem indcstructable other­
wise. '
As an experiment I hung a root of crabgrass 
(twitch gras,s, quack grass couchgrass. . . 
whatever. . . tlicse grasses liavc many names, and 
one of ilicm flattering!) anyway, I hung this root 
on some wire fence. It hung (here most of the 
summer, looking dry, twisted, and dead, but one 
windy day it blew onto the garden, and a couplcof 
clays later was full of bounce, growing madly.
After digging over the whole plot, rake it 
smooth and free of stones. Some people dig their 
vegetable plots over twice. . . once from north to 
south and once from cast to west. There is no 
doubt the soil would be more porous after such 
fine treatment, hut what an effort!
Now you tire ready to plant your seeds or 
seedling plants. Frankly, 1 think it is still loo early 
for mosl things, hm you nniM be the judge of 
llial. If you should decide I o go ahead and you get 
caught hy a laic frost, do rush outside nnd get the 
hose out, and give yoiir gintlcn a Ihorough 
spraying iTefore Ihe sim hits it..Tltis really works!
Somctliing that a generous I'cliow gardener 
suggested to me was to cover your seed witli a thin 
layer of sand and peat moss raihcr than soil, He 
feels iluii din is inclined lo harden when II has 
lieen wei, making it dirCiculi for seed Io sprout, 
Peal muss and sand don’t get Imrd.
This week I will siart some tomaio seed in­
doors, some broccoli, ciuilinowcr, and maybe, if 
I gel ambiiioiis, some cabbage, Last year I started 
Ihe lomaioes too early and before it was warm 
enough to get them outside into the garden (hey 
got very long and spindly. This year, as soon ns 
they get their first true leaves (the second pair to 
appear) iltcy will go into four-inch pciit (or 
plastic) pots and slioiily iheieafter out Into Ihe 
cold frame. More on tluit next week.
Don't forget that the Sidney-North Saanich 
riower Show is being held this Saturday and 
Sunday, April 11 and 12 at Sanscha Hall.
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to beautify your home and 
delight your loved ones. 
Also:
A good supply of Seeds, 
Seed Potatoes, Onions 








Centre’s rental rates for 
the pool, arena and 
multi-purpose rooms 
will be going up April 1. 
Centre manager Brian 
Storrier said rates will 
increase 12 per cent.
However, Storrier 
said general admission 
rates will remain the 
same: 50 cents for 
children; 75 cents for 
students and seniors, 
and $1.25 for adults.
Storrier said rates for 
children, students and 
seniors have not been 
raised since the centre 
opened in the fall of 
1977. Adult rates were 
increased for the first 
time last year.
PERSOHAL INCOME TAX
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8603 Moxoit Terrace, Sidney ®5@-3@@0
After 5 p.m.V8L1K8
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You are Welcome to hear ...
Beverly Bernis Hawks De Windt, C.S.B.
MEMBER OF THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE BOARD OF LECTURESHIP
topic . . .
“THE THREE GREAT CHRISTIAN DEMANDS
Sunday April 12 3 to 4 p.sn
McPherson playhouse
CENTENNIAL SQUARE — VICTORIA
Sponsored by First Church of Christ, Scientist, Victoria.
i dPEH TO ALL FREE OF CHAROE
Know Your Firemen
John Braithwaite was born in Duncan and has 
lived in the Sidney area nearly all his life. He 
graduated from the old airport annexe high 
school and is currently employed with Russel Kerr 
and Company.
Braithwaite was for some time a member of 
North Saanich volunteer fire department before 
joining Sidney’s .volunteer group. He has com­
pleted his first aid courses.
Braithwaite has helped fight several major fires 
while serving on the Saanich Peninsula, including 
the blaze that destroyed Paquachin Hall.
He and wife, Wendy, enjoy golf and a variety 
of hobbies.
Silver Threads
The Silver Threads Centre, at 10030 Resthaven 
Drive is open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. weekdays, 7-9 p.m. 
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
Lunches, teas, coffees, cards, billiards, library, 
wide variety of craft classes, recreational ac­
tivities, languages, trips, etc.
If you are 60 or better Silver Threads would 
love to hear from you. Please call us at 656-5537. 
Coming events; Easter Bonnet Parade — April 
16; mystery trip— April 30.
April 16—Shawnigan 
Lake Crippled 
Children’s Camp spripg 
cleanup, by STAG 
members. This is an all­
day event and lunch will 
be provided. Those who 
want to join in and help 
should be at the 
clubhouse by 9:30^ a.m. 
Wear your work clothes!
April 21 — Drug and 
Alcohol Awareness 
program: A new' set of 
four .sessions starts 4 - 6 
p.m. April 21 al STAG 
clubhouse. Referrals and 
enquiries to Chris 
McDonell al 656-0134.
April 22 — Birth
Control Seminar by 
Mrs. Pearl Denny. The 
film Taking Chances will 
be shown 7 - 9:30 p.m. 
during this session. 
Everyone welcome.
In other STAG news:
•Members organized 
and completed a cleanup 
of McTavish Rpadl two 
weeks ago. Thanks to 
Karen, Steve, Joanne 
and Ken, also to Peter 
Todesco for providing 
refreshments.
•Easter holiday 
schedule: The clubhouse 
will be open 1-5 p.m. 
daily (except Saturdays) 
and 7 - 10 p.m. (except 
Sundays) during the 
Easter break, April 13 - 
20. It will be closed 
Easter Sunday.
I::'-
Welcome to UNIGEF 
and cards
9843 - 2nd street
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) clubhouse is located at 2304 
Oakville, is an activity centre for 
young people aged 13 - 18. Most 
activities are free and everyone is 
welcome. Gym nights are 7 - 9 p.m. 
Wednesdays at Sidney, elementary, 
and at Deep Cove every Thursday, 
same time.
Clubhouse hours arc Monday to 
Thursday 7 - 9:30 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday 7-11 p.m. and Sundays 
noon to 4 p.m. Please join in for a 
game of pool, football, bumber pool, 
or a friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries welcome. 
Call 656-0134 days, 656-6713 nights. 
All activities supervised.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast feeding to its monthly 
meetings. For more information call 
Rosemary Brown at 652-3501.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? Silver 
Threads centre offers class activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 
10030 Resthaven or call us at 656- 
5537.
French storytime program for 
children aged three to seven years is 
being offered at Brentwood library, 
7179 West Saanich Road. To register 
for the free program call 652-2013.
Mount Newton middle school 
plans a spring fair 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
tonight. Games, items for sale, food, 
refreshments and fun for the family. 
Everyone welcome.
Peninsula Community Choir, 
formed last year, would welcome 
additional tenors and basses to 
complete this enthusiastic group. 
Phone 656-6882 or 652-5680.
Centra! Saanich senior citizens 
meet at the Lions Hall, East Saanich, 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.
Cordova Bay Co-operative Pre­
school is accepting registration for 
three arid four-year-olds for Sep­
tember. For more information call 
Brigitte Moore at 652-4523.
Call the SPCA (388-6627) for lost, 
found injured or abused animals as 
well as animals for adoption, am­
bulance service or euthanasia. 
Emergencies: 385-6521.
The Victoria Society of Artists 
present an exhibition of framed 
paintings in oils, acrylics, water- 
colors and pastels at Mayfair Mall 
April 29-25.
St. Andrews ACW plans a spring 
tea Saturday 2 - 4 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall. Easter card, 
novelties, borne baking donations to 
.bake table appreciated. Call 656- 
6242.
Sidney Ladies Barbership Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the. 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-5761 after 
7 p.m.
Easter egg display at Sidney and 
Brentwood libraries is for youngsters 
who are invited to participate by 
submitting decorated eggs. Prizes, 
for more information call 656-3713 
or 652-2013.
Elk Lake Community Baptist 
Church, 5363 Pat Bay Highway, will 
have a special slide show by Canon 
Jack Rogers on the Obergammergau 
pa.ssion plays Good Friday at 7:30 
p.m. All welcome.
The Saanich Peninsula Pirahna 
Swim Club is seeking members aged 
5-18 years. Registration 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Saturday at Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
Victoria No. 90 Toastmistress 
Club meets at 10 a.m. April 15 at the 
Princess Mary Restaurant. Visitors 
welcome. BruVich $5.50. For more 
iriformatiohicnii 388-4349. ^
The Victoria Chapter of the 
International Association of Cancer 
Victors and Friends plan its regular 
, monthly meeting at 8 p.m. tonight in 
the Senior Citizen’s Hall, 1330 
Fairfield Road. Public welcome, no 
admission fee. . .






WARD, PARKER & ASSOC 
KEY’S BOOGIE CENTRE 
CENTURION PROPERTIES
Blainche, Josh & 
Leanne invite you to
Master Scissors
creative hair design 
to suit the individual
No. 7 - 9S42 2ncl St. 
656-2321
Decorator’s
Paint & Wallpaper 
Matching Fabrics
- Sales & Service




AND MOt'tnN IMinSTYUNa 
PEHMB (llODV WAVES), COlOURINfl 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT onZndStroot 
TUES.-SAT. fll30-S:30 656*4443
H&R BLOCK”
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS 
Pli. 6S6-2411
Opon; Mon,-Fri, 9:00 a.m, lo 6:00 p,m.
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